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LOCAL AFFAIRS
NEW
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“The Boys" Have Made Good Their Pledge
Their courage, (heir devotion to duty, their sacrifices

|

proud

we're all

|

These

"Baby Bonds”

have not done so.
more days to make

I

good.

Don’t Let It Be Said You Were

|

Slacker!

a

mails

close

%
II

Going West—10.40
Going East—6.15 a

E

an Hour

a m;

5.SO*p

3.55 p

m;

at

midnight.J

ni.

m.

12c

12

Precip-

A
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There will be
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Violette Commission Horse Mart
VIOLETTE, Manager
Ellsworth,

Me.

under the

Sunday

H

E

Wlrne, Harbor—C C
Blsoce. F E WcHtoo, R

Telephone 149-3

«n"

ii.

s

Batteries Stored for Winter and
Given Proper Care

A

R. ROYAL

St., next Court House,

A N

u

?.■
rl! j
Removed

to 1

School St.,

EilrwunL

This

j

|

4125

140 55

I

aldermen,

#733

at their

453 02

was

final

year.
creditable

a

board

#3,051

66

of

meeting

The

82

the
to

hopes

showing for the year,
The
unusual demands.

of the

spite

in

the

1,188

board at the beginning of the year held
down the appropriations, decreasing the

.029*4 to .026. The assessors
also, in a thorough overhauling of valutions, made readjustments favoring unproductive property and widows. A9 it
tax rate from

transpired, the appropriations were
Urge enough to take care of the de-

has
not

growing largely out of war conbut the tax-payers have felt the
benefits of the lower tax rate. Next year’s
tax rate must necessarily be higher. Already the legislature is talking of ap-

church

of

MCOLIN.

the
Ban-

Mrs.

Leo

her

Bangor

of

Jordan

husband,
Hillard Schoppee.
Perley Flewellyn
with

who

is

and

wife

is

here

working for
have gone

Easton for two weeks.
Mrs. Elmer DeWitt is
substituting as

to

regular meeting

his

home

in

teacher

Ellsworth

Laundry

while

here

Mrs.

Flewellyn

is

away.

|

tbe

the school

home.

contains cuts of

paper
board, and of Roderick K.
paper is

to whom the
one

help

in

week

principal

was

The

during the present

funeral

of Ellsworth

school year.

are

brother

also

was

held

at

the

church
Mathews

officiating.

Meeting.
At the annual meeting of stockholders
Hancock County
of
the
and directors
Agricultural society held in Biuehill last
following officers were
Saturday, the
HI tiehill Fair

Friday evening,

hall, Mechanics
building, Boston. Tickets may be obtained at ihe store of Stetson Foster, ti
Hamilton place, Boston. Condit’s orchestra will furnish music, and Westover &

and

sister

Monday afternoon, Rev. R. B.

of

being perfected for the fourteenth annual Ellsworth reunion, which
Plans

One

survive—Mrs. Jenness McGown of this
place and Edward K. Leach of Bangor.

dedicated

starting the paper
be

E.

serve

time

C. Pope,
Bellatty

Mr.

refreshments

before
of

on

which he
was

was

born

in

as

other

the steamer

board

have

a

better fair than

ever

this year.

second mate.

in

Stephen Berry Dead.

Ellsworth

NAPHTHA CLEANINC sixty-two years ago, the son of the late ! Stephen B-*rry, aged eighty-five years,
t.oodw called for ami delivered
C<pt. Alden H. and Victor'do Beak the oldest secretary of any grand lodge
he
iu the country when
Masons
of
a
brother of the latt
Special attention to parrel post work Bellatty. He was
:etired two >ears ago, died Saturday
Mrs. E. B. Wyman of this city, and wat
h. B ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

All Kindi of Laundry Work.

street.

ElUworlb. Me

the last

survivor

of

the

County Savings

Bank.

Bank
Maine

Suppose

Should Have

You

a

Fire To-Night?

TAIMvIvY

W.

Tapley Building, 69

Main

Real Estate

Telephones: Of**cc 14, Residence 41-3

St.

family.

He left

FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY.

Victory Hoys

and Girls.

Will the local chairmen

of all towns irf

|
! Hancock county, of “Victory girls” and
ot “Victory boys” please send an immeIn corpora lion To-morrow.
diate report to Mrs. H. M. Hall of EllsEllsworth to-morrow will celebrate the ;
worth, of how many pledges have been
fiftieth anniversary of its incorporation as paid in full?

City

of.

will

Celebrate

There will be afternoon and

city.

a

Ellsworth

will be many
county. The

people

even-

anything

like

traveling, there

here from all

over

the

day will be observed as a
general half holiday, under proclamation
by Mayor Hagerthy.
The afternoon exercises at Hancock ball
ill begin at 3 o’clock. The program is as

>

j
j

are ready for organizations
completed their payments,
and a great rivalry exists to see which can
get cards first. Wake up, girls and boys,

Honor cards

which

have

and chairmen!

j

COMING EVENTS.

;

Thursday evening, Feb. 6, at Methodist
vestry- Supper, 25 cents.
Orchestra !
Thursday, Feb. 6, afternoon and eveMusic,
Mayor Hagerthy ning—Celebration of fiftieth auuiversary
Opening,
M.
Y.
McGown
Ellsworth Greetings,
j of the incorporation of Ellsworth as acity.
Responses:
Tickets for evening concert on sale at C.
Eastern Hancock, Julieu Emery. Bar Harbor
E. Alexander's store.
w

follows:

j

Western Hancock,
Dr Otis

The

Littlefield, Bluebill

Legislature,

Dr. George A. Phillips, Bar Harbor
The Governor,
Adj. Gen. George McL Presson
Miss Sophia W’alker
Songs,
Miss Utecht, violin; Miss May Bonsey,

piano.
In the Beginning,”

C. H. Leland
Miss M. A. Greely
•The Pioneers”
Orchestra
Music.
Anniversary address.
Dr. Everett W. Lcrd, Boston
Orchestra
Music,

j

Friday

evening, Feb. 7, at Hancock
by Ellsworth high school
corps. Tickets, couple, 35 cents.

hall —Dance
cadet

Monday, Feb. 17,8 p. m., at Board of
ball, 698 Massachusetts avenue,
Lamoine
reunion.
Cambridge, Mass
Tickets, 50 cents.
Trade

—

Wednesday evening, Feb. 19. at Methovestry—Everybody’s birthday party.
Friday evening, Feb. 21, at Hancock

dist

hall—Washington Birthday party, under
auspices of Nokorais Rebekah lodge.
The evening program will open with a
Friday evening, Feb. 21, at Paul Revere
concert by Higgins’ orchestra of eight ball, Mechanics building, Boston—Ellspieces, assisted by Miss Alta A. Hayes, worth reunion. Tickets, 60 cents, on sale
harpist; J. Franklin Anthony, tenor; at store of Stetsou Foster, 6 Hamilton
Abbie Giggey, reader; Mrs. J. FrankAnthony, accompanist.
The program is as follows:
"Cupid’s Charm.Miller

Miss
lin

place. Boston, Mass.
Thursday, Feb. 27, 8 p. m., at Sewell
Bluebill
ball, Huntington ave., Boston
—

reunion.

Orchestra

Lullaby from "Jocelyu,”.Godard

aim tn t&Tiunift.

Forgotten.Cowles

Mr Atbnony. Miss Hayes. Mrs Anthony
Ellsworth Fifty Years.Doris L Hainan
Miss Giggey

Caprice. DeConnick
Valse Im

Promptu.Lapitino
Miss

Hayes

God Be With Our Boys Tonight.Bowles
Isle O'Dream.Bal1
Mr Anthony, Mrs Anthony
Hawaiian Nights .Roberts
Orchestra

u

Tableaux:

Belgium, Paid

in

Full

France, They Shall Not Pass
England, Honors of the Sea
Italy, Over the Top
States, Columbia and Our Boys
United
American Red Cross, Greatest Mother of

P\onrt move, daddy,
^

you look

so

funny”

Them All
Ensemble, Cleaning Up Germany
La Carte”.Holzmau
Orchestra

“A

followed by
by Higgins’ orchestra.

The concert will be
with music

a

ball,

Daddy

does look

funny peering

over

his reading glasses when lie wants to
see more than a few feet away. Does
this affect you ? The answer is

chosen for 1919:

|

President, A. S. Wit ham; vice-president,
F. H. Allen; treasurer, M. K. Hinckley;
secretary, N. L. Grind* 11; directors: E. L.
years.
| Osgood, chairman; Harry Leach, W. 8.
I
and Maurice
News has been received of the death Hinckley, A. K. Saunders
Leach.
on January 19, in a hospital in New' York,
it was /oled to hold the annual fair
of Ernest Bellatty, formerly of Ellsworth. I
Sept. 2, 3 and 4. The association plans to
Death .resulted from injuries received a
Foss will

Hancock

County Savings

EIJsworth,

programs, and with
good weather and good

voters who may

The

account with the Hancock

ing

80

ditions,

morning. A special invitation is extended
Masons.
1 he

an

Insurance and

manJs

the

to

short

(T ofri Ellsworth Steam

N^MT.TntI Nl;

auspices of

pastor of

will be held this year on
21, at Paul Revere

and Recharging

Start

O.

Grand total,

Feb.

Storage Battery Repairing

I

MEETING.

the Baptist propriations that will practically double
pulpit wdll be the State tax, and the county tax will
McKinnon, Miss also be larger.

Universalist

because of his

(dtoiraatonai Caret

T

Mr.

a

and

county, $15 fine and was
support of

Common schools.
High school.

gor, will occup> the pulpit of the Ellsworth
Unitarian church next Sunday

during

ELLSWORTH

flowing river, some people follow the lines of least resistance
spend all their surplus cash for luxuries. Drifting is easy but
accomplishment requires determination. Decide to save all you can
Like

heard

at

Ashley A. Smith,

Mi*s M. Elizabeth Googins

68 State

A k *ol

Rev.

Stanley,

Qf FRANKLIN ST..

I

New Business Before the Board-

Utecht being away for the day, but will
return for the services Feb. 16.

NURSE

Robertson.

Joyc‘- L K Jor«- « N

The

Rev.

the editorial

b»*«*

Hutchins. K B

the

'sidewalk

dance at Hancock hall

a

usual.

as

“Victory.”

A

WHY BE A DRIFTER?

||

Bolls of Accounts.

paper

O^ce. HP

Au.Uo"°r,h'OWT*P,,,-B8J“.
K
F E BLIsdeH. « A
Hrudow!-'*
B Holt, K T
Wood. J Whit
Jiouldsboro-A

soloist.

as

have been

March 3, at 6 o’clock., to accommodate
Gloom has been cast over the comobliged to leave town on i rnunity by the death of Delia, wife of
The polls will Alvin E. Maddocks, on Friday evening,
the early morning train.
close at 5 p. m.
I Jan. 31, in the fifty-second year of her
I Nokomis Kebekah lodge will have a age. Mrs. Maddocks had been in poor
of Bright’s
a Washington’s Birthday ball in Hancock
health nearly
two years,
hall, Friday evening, Feb. 21, with music diease, and at the last was a great sufferer.
by Higgins’ orchestra. All who can are She was devoted to her home and family,
requested to appear in costume. Tbe com- who have the sympathy of all. She
mittee in charge is: Nan Johnston, Delia leaves besides her husband, who is nowHopkins, Helen Cousins, Ruth Bridges, very low, three children—Cirl W., who
Julia Higgins and Hazel Nevells.
is in the service and has been overseas
for over a year aud was unable to get
The Ellsworth high school has issued a
home, Asemth and Guy, who are at
under the name ol
creditable school

M»

J

Walker

of
different
including
horses
weights,
matched pairs, from contractors who were
d'-iug work for the government, and who now
These horses
have no furthur use for them.
will be oti sale at my Sales Stable in Ellsworth. I have and offer for sale now several
bor*e«. either siugle or in pairs, at a price
that will please eveu a btrgatn-hunter. Every
horse guaranteed as represeuted, or money
Horses bought aud sold for a
refunded.
small commission.

A A

Bjwd“' H

in

Rev.

by

| Monday evening, fixed tbe hour for opening the polls on municipal election day,

T»P,''y' C W

s

address

made arrangetne government, I have
ments to have shipped on consignment army
hoses from I.COO t«» 1,400 pounds e»ch; also

SIMON

o“w“i*’'"*"FJP*rkl«

service at

o’clock

4

The

high school cadet corps. The
cadets will give an exhibition drill during the evening.

Park street

B«r

H M

I No

Ellsworth

Heavy and Light Horses

United States Employment Service

to

CITY

located.

Friday evening,

OF

"nere mil in- irivrii
you lire bj your
iieart-M ( oiiiHiiinit v Labor Hoard. Sue
'•at lieltur.

at

with

Sophia

1

of E i>l sworth, Maine

pay $20 a month for
wife and five children.

George Johnson, U. S. N., son of
Mrs. Ada M. Johnson, who is on a furlough of ten days, is visiting his aunt,
i
Mrs. Mary Michaelis.
1

WELCOME! MID-WINTER SALE

of

$ Union Trust Company!

for the observance

memorial

a

church

to

is

supplied by

Having been discharged from the service

$22.54

make

Services next

j

1

Feb. 9,
Ellsworth

day.

cases

municipal

church

full information an to all
employment
opening jn llano ck County mid olse-

of

11

I
Mills. Henry M. Hall
Lincoln.

B.

talk

Feb.

Lieut.

S bSc RIDE FOR THE AMERICAN

and Sailors

afternoon,

ordered
meet

Wivurna encampment, I. O. O. F., will
patriarchal degree on eight canA large
didates next Monday evening.
attendance is desired.

Returning

the

W. F. Aiken, who has spent a week
with her sister, Mrs. E. H. Baker, left
yesterday for Machias, where Mr. Aiken
now

\yith us is just what you need to
funds for the future.
accumulate
you

help

non-support
by Judge Crabtree in the Ellsworth rauAlanson
nicipal court the past week.
Jellison pleaded not guilty, but was ari-

he

work the

Soldiers

with

Unitarian

Mrs.

of the leading companies of this and foreign countries

son

of

being anniversary day, the
regular meeting of Wra. H. H. Rice relief
corps will he held Feb. 13, with Mrs. H.
F. Wescott.

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
epre'> 11 injr

overseas

Thursday

HARTFORD, CONN.

&

from

Hub will

woman's
a

to better YOUR financial

doing

An account

1

pro-

regular meeti ig of the city government was held Monday evening. Mayor
Aldermen present,
Hagerthy presided.
I Wescott, Moore (ward 2), Moore (ward 4),
man.
Owing to the illness of Miss Christina Small,
I
Rolls of accounts were passed as follows:
Doyle, her juvenile dancing party at K. of *
#1,724 29
C. hall will not be held next Saturday Roll of accounts No. 12.
afternoon.
j High way roll, Jan., 1919. #96 30

140-11

BURRILL

plans

made

Two

Shirley Norris and wife of Bar Harbor were guests ever Sunday of Mrs.
Norris’ parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. F. New-

Representing
Equitable Fire and Marine Insurance Co.

C. C.

memorial

the

with Miss

D.

fS/IAIN STREET

OF

The

Ashley A. Smith of Bangor. Mr. Smith
will be assisted in the service by Revs.
R. B. Mathews, H. W. Conley and J. W.
Tickle. There
will be special
music,

2.30, with Mrs. G. F. Newman.

F*ir©, Marine and Automobile Insurance
"The

already
day,

of the

itation

The Thursday club will meet this week
Friday afternoon, instead of Thursday, at

05 Oak St., Ellsworth
Every Day, until further notice.
Edward H. Baker
GRADUATE OPTOMETRIST

l»9

Friday eveniug.

as

Roosevelt

has

Weather
condition*

Owen.

give

you

?

proclamation naming Sunday,

a

m

with Mrs. W.
will

I will be at tny office

J.

follows: reading, Miss
piano solo, John Mahoney; vocal

was

Htuder, who has been very ill
of influenza, is improving.
guilty, and sentenced to pay a fine
| judgpd
of $10, and $5 a week, to Arthur Salisbury,
Harry L. Crabtree, with daughter Dor- I
for the benefit of his wife, Annie Jellison,
othy, left last evening for Boston for a
and minor child.
He also paid to the
few days.
Lincounty costs amounting to $10.29.
Mrs. Michael Duffeehas received news
wood F. Brailey pleaded guilty, paid costs
of
safe
The

Telephone

last

as

Arthur 1.

the

?"

building
gram

Miss Utecht; vocal solo, Gertrude Flood.
Governor Milliken on Friday issued

j

son

are

prospects

—

All our i'ereals Stnctlv Fresh

^

K

postefflee half

at

—

Puffed Wheat,

What

them your enrollment card.

The senior class of the high school gave
entertainment, at the high sfbool

forenoon afternoon
Wed
22
30—
fair
cloudy
Thurs 20—
33—
clear
fair
Fri
27—
34fair
fair
Sat
1627—
f^ir
Tair
Sun
20—
32—
fair
clear
Mon
2T—
32—
clear
fair
Tues
16—
clear
clear
Average temperature Jau. 1918, 15
1919,
4am

Kellogg’s Bran,
Grape Nuts,

what comes to him by chance or inheritance—
but what he can do for himself makes a truly successful’man of him.
or

mail closes.

Temperature

Kellogg’s Cream Flakes.

1

are

(4‘gsey;
duet, Catherine Austin and Madeline
Sabans; reading, Dorothy Shackford;
reading, Sadie Kane; vocal soio, Martha
WEATHER IN ELLSWORTH.
Royal; piano boIo, Arthur Tower; vocal
Week Ending at Midnight Tuesday, solo, Miss Sophia Walker; violin solo,
before

ending

12c
12c
23c
15c

Man Is Born

a

an

taken at the powei
| From observations
station of the Bar Harbor & Union Rivei
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

pkg., 14c

give

and

Feb. 4, 1919.

Krumbles,
Post Toasties,

and

high school and Miss Mullan of the
give out the certificates as soon as you pay in your money

at postoppick

Registered mail should be

For

lb., 17c
Soda Crackers,
decker's Cream Hominy, pkg., 15c
20c
Ralston’s, large size,
22c
Malt Breakfast Food,
25c
Cream of Wheat,
15c
Hominy Grits,

Worden,

JN.

the

effect, Nov. 11, 1918.
MAILS RECEIVED.

U

big help

Mrs. G.

ready to be given the Victory girls upon
payment of their pledges. “Come on,
girls! let’s make Ellsworth one of the
first over the top.” Miss Wentworth of

Week Day*.
From West—6.47 a m; 4.31 p m.
From East—11.11, a m; 6.24 p m.

9

to Uncle Sam.
If you
buy your limit in stamps—oniy a few
are a

Not What

.-

grammar school will

Wf

Savings Stamps ?

chairman,

AT ELLSWORTH POBTOPPICK.

In

-:-

The United War Work Campaign certificates have been received by the loca

Co

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

U

of.

Have you Made Good Your Pledge to Buy War

j

8imon Violette—Horse sale
J A Haynes—Cash and carry
Notice of foreclosure—Addie F. Fiske
Insurance statement—American Surety
of New York
Bur km port: s
Board of Health—By-laws

Suftcrttflemcnts.

Ellsworth when a young man, and had
made but few visits here since, his last
visit being in November last, w hen he
week here. Funeral
and
inspent a
terment were in New York.

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK

No. g.

:"Vr“^w^vPrTo?;,r.”i

Wednesday afternoon, February 5, ioi<>.

in

Portland.

Automatic “Movies.”
commercial moving picture apparatus the scenes are made visible by
difjlight as well as at night, and the
exhibition is automatically repeated for
A miniature theany period desired.
ater, forming one part of the outfit, is
suitable for a show window or other
favorable place for display. The other
part, the moving picture machine, will
operate on either direct or alternate
current, and after the succession of
pictures has been projected the motion is reversed without attention, and
the reel is rewound for a repetition of
the display.
In

a

INVtSIELE BIFOCALS

THE

E. F. ROBINSON
OPTOMETRIST
Victor

and

Edison

Talking Machines

ELLSWORTH,

For Sale

--

MAINE

Potatoes

250 Bushels, all the he t quality,
00 to #1 fo. aeeordi « to grade
from
in size, in 5 Busuel lots or lareer quanat
the Farm. E. W. WOOSTER,
tity,

Washington Junction,

a

e.

afibfttituunt*.
aiAmiscituTit*-

been
! pathy to all who have -in any way,
and abuttooohed by sadueaB, to all tbe aiok
1
beet rejo., and to all of its readers Iaend

astrrnsonniw

garde.

DOCTOR URGED
AN OPERATION

Ann.
from

treat, indeed, to- hear again
of Che
Add, and to have a glimpse
this winter.
pleasant tiroes she is having
Sadie’s letter of interest follows, as
last wees to he continued.
was
It is

relief

a

!

really billons you may feel
cold, languid, depressed and have a bad
tasting mouth,—or you may be feverish,
have a headache, and feel ACT 1 ALL 1
SICK. In either ease, you'll have no de-

Instead I took Lydia
ham’s Vegetable Compound
and Was Cured.

or
Now will you tell n»e, do you think
I was
believe snakes cau charm? When
to
a
soa-*e
if I saw
young, people told me
life, or it would charm me.
run for
my
I
older
grew
skeptical. I have
but as I

and every
month would have to
bed most of
in
stay

■p,j

fu

jS

kut

|

—

*'

4UNT

MADOK”-

:

"Helpful

it» Motto:

and

Hopeful.’

The purposes of this column nre succlnc >
.1
stated In the title and motto—It is for the mut
1
beneilt, and alms to be helpful ami hopefi
the
comIs
for
It
Being for the common good,
of In
mon use-a public servant, a putveyor
»r the tu
formation and suggestion, a medium
rerchange of Ideas, li. this capacity It solicits

j

communications, and Its success depends largely
Comon the support given It In this respect
munications must be signed, but the name ul
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but noise
will be rejected without good reason. Address
ail communications to
The American.
Ellsworth, Me.
A

PETITION.

Give me a good digestion. Lord,
And also something to digest;
But when or how that something comes,
I leave to Thee, who kuowest besf.

laughed.” The

Give me a healthy body, Y,ord,
Give me the sense to keep it so.
Also a heart that is not bured
Whatever work I have to do.

went

point of view, good Lord,
know what i. is and why,
Don’t let me worry overmuch
Abont the thing that’s known a« “I.**
iue

Mrs.

out to

next

a

Let me

as

most

teams.
Miss

Marjorie

Portland

to

which

I have

by

seen

ami

flyibg fast—Such

mild oue
of last year, that everyI am glad that the sisters
a

enjoying it.
helpiug you out so nicely. Aunt Madge.
I enjoy the column so much and turn to it

one xs
are

first of all.
I extend through

our

gone
Mrs.

has

her

sister,

has
received
bis
discharge, and is home from

Worcester

Harold
honorable

Camp Devens.
Master

Donald

Elmer Williams and wife of B<r
are

has

who

Merchant,

ith bis grandparents at Beechland
weeks, hat returned home.

been
several

Mr.

visiting

Williams’

Harbor

sister,

Mrs.

D. E. Smith.

C. L. Coombs and sou have done a
rushing business getting out bases mice
the rtturn of Forrest from Camp Devens.

to keep all his good cows, or to place
them where they will continue the
economical production of humuu foot!.
This economical production can be
obtained not only through careful selection of dairy cattle and skillful
feeding, but through intelligent breed-

Nature has not been prodigal
with everybody in the matter
of robustness. Many, all
through life, must stand guard
and combat colds, coughs,
bronchitis or perhaps more
serious pulmonary ailments.
For nearly five decades

ceeds

column love and aym*

quite ill, is

now

able to be

who

has

VV. T.

M;a Oils

Capt.
i

Carl

I.

This Is very marked when the
ing.
members also belong to a bull association. Not every dairy farmer can

Reed

left

go scalloping
I to
Carver.
I

has been helping to
weakness into strength.

For

A BoMpae,

31oo*r;6eld. N.f,

18-5

readings by llattic Miller and Marcia
Blood; pageant, “At the Altar of Freedom,” by seven young people, directed by
pari ol the week at Curtis Young’s.
Ella Gray; reading, Gertrude Wakefield;
Thomas Forties and wife, who have
solo, Alta Black; extract from Roosevelt's
been ill of influenza, are out.
last speech, Maurice Miller; news from
Misses Elizabeth and Dorothy Cole ol
our boys in service, by their parents, inNorth Brooklin spent Sunday with theii cluding
from Raymond Cook,
reports
aunt, Mrs. Roy Allen.
Everett Cook, Walter Gray, Silas Burton
Rufus Closaon and Eugene Young have and Browne Richardson, the six of our
received their honorable discharge Iron ! members now in France or in camp, singMg. “Home. Sweet Home”; remarks by
Camp Devens, and are home.
Warren
Miller, J. F. Cowing. Waller
Mrs. Annie Closaon la in Bluehill with
!
on grange
her neice, Mrs. Frank Leighton, who ia ill S.one. E. H. Burrill aud others,

hold tbeir
Albert

oxen

A
wife, who

Methodist

Harbor

with

Mrs.

secretary.
Feb. 1.

Irchiug
profauily
Ointment

bleeding

minister

FEED GRAIN TO DAIRY COWS

Miperin-

HSsi*tHii(;

Possible to Keep Average Animal in
Milk Flow by Giving Good Silage
and Alfalfa Hay.

Hodgdon,

(By A. C. BAER. Department of Dairying. Oklahoma A. and M. College. Still-

piles

but
prov< ke
pr -faulty
won’t
remove
them. Doan's
is
recott. mended
tor
inching,

protruding

Good Start for a Cow-Testing Association.

afford to own a good registered bull,
but the bull association has made it
possible for each of its members to
A fanner for
own a share in one.
$50 may buy a scrub bull, but if five
farmers will join a bull association
and each invest $50 they may own a
$250 pure-bred bull.

Thelma.

nr

pile-. 60c

at

Mount

Deaert spent

j topics.
B.

Jan. 27.

X.

_

_

St

Leeg Msgoon of Aurora is
grandmother, Mrs. A. S. Jordan.

her

Mrs. Bertha

employed by

and

LKnnis
Norwood,
Daniel
teudeut; Mrs.
Dow,
Laura Brewer, treasurer; Ruth

Jobu Tburaton.

of

WALTHAM.

to-day for Rockland
Charles
with Capt.

Mercer,

to

Smith

Mrs.

Manset,
Methodist church
; held services hi the
j Sunday and Wednesday evening. After
turn I services a Sunday school whh organ zed,

those who are delicate, with
tender lungs, weak throats and
a proneness to debility and
anemia, the definite nourish- Jra.
ing and tonic qualities of
Scott’s are of special value. JilIf
Ssott

VIr.

Southwest

New Century grange held an all-day
session Jan. 26. Reports of officers, and

!

I other nutters of business took the time
! of the rooming session. Dinner was
offij served at noon. In the afternoon the
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Purrill*
cers were installed by Mary M.
County grange will be held bere Kcb. 14. assisted by Maude Brewster and George
David Tburaton and Ed. Nevelia have G. Gray. The literary program included

Feb. 3..

K. P lodge has reorganized.
L. VV. Ruiiiill bus bought the building.
All hope to see the lodge pr<>s|* r.
Rev.

were

of influenza.

been

The

from

Moore died of pneumonia Jan.
a wife and three children, v ho
Moore
have the sympathy of all. Mr.
contracted his illness wbi'.e caring for
neighbors who were ill of influent*.
J6, leaving

j

society will raett with

lngall* February 6.
P. Lunt and

refreshments

served.
Feb. 3.

week

Wilbur

wife entertained

and

and delicious

enjoyed

out.

Charles

Titcomb of Levant was in town
iu the interest of the Western
Electric Power
Light Co.
V. E.

last

Saturday evening, at a reception to Mrs.
Kingsley’s brother, Charles H. Keith, who
has received bis honorable discharge from
music wenCards and
Camp Devens.

quite ill, ere both improving.
.V urn i Earley is also better.

Tie

ana

Sinclair

L.

AlpheuB Kingsley

While the cow-testing association
gives its members aid in each of these
three essentials, it Is
particularly
beneficial in promoting better breed-

:

EMULSION

R.

Burnt! is spending a few
Brewer with her sons Harold
Leslie.

Mrs. Ella
weeks in

ill be for the hall.

have lieen
Mrs.

Fogg.

entertained the
seventh grade of her school at her home
Delicious refreshSaturday evening.
ments w ere served.

ing.

1

I- scot rs

w

Mrs.

WEST TREMONT.

Schuyler Rumitl,

Mrs.

DEDHAM.
G. Stone, recently from Gamp Crane,
Pi»M is visiting his fpihtr-in-law F. W.
W.

be a
supper
o’clock next Saturday evening, in V.
I. A. hall. Tickets, 25 cents. The pro-

goods from the house they sold
Boyd Rol>ertson a year ago, and which
has been purchases of
Mrs. Robertson
Irving Rollins, who is moving in
by
to-day.
Feb. 3
Echo.

•

NEWS

six

cow-testing

John Dyer and wife were here from
Ellsworth Friday, moving their house-

are.

ROBUSTNESS

i

lovely decorations.
one

to

Maynard Hodgkins.

Ann.

I wM tell
I visited Franklin Pars Zoo and saw the aniitisl*
and birds. We enjoyed seeing the elephants.
Mollie, Wadda and Tony, they do such wonderful tricks. I wished every one of my little
friends could have been with us that day. as
well as the days before Christmas as I walked
up Washington street. Boston. How I would
Jik^d to have Jjad them there to see tbe
Our winter Is
arte* the severe

Coombs

visit

—

more

to

There wilt

association work.

associaCertainly
tions return many dollars more than
they cost. It is encouraging, they say,
to know that the cow-testing association records show that the large-producing dairy cows are the least affected by the Increased cost of feeds.
Therefore, every dairyman should aim

business visitor

a

to

the

Frenchman’s Bay Lumber Co. is
its already
to
large force of

The

morning tier grandfather
the dead serpeut, aud
It
am ther just like it.

7Dn.ti3rmfns,

—Sent

this, that another Bluehill friend

measure,

hold

To the M. B. Sitter-, One and All:
i send greetings for a happy and prosperous
year, and may we all escape this terrible influenza that has taken from all over our laud
so many good people.
#While the deaths of
the great war have bfceu terrible, it has not
reached into so many homes as the influeuza.
It has taken mothers who have neen nee ed
so much, the fathers who have
heeu the
bread-\viuuers. as well as the youug who
make our future citizens.
I have enjoyed S J. Y’s chronicles so much.
I also had the privilege of enjoying the lunch
hour with A. M. Y., daughter ol S. J. Y.,
which was next to seeing her. Since leavii?«
Bluebill I have visited many difteieiii p ares,
and only wish I could deecrile svaie of the

lovely things

week-end

a

er.

Harry Coombs and daughter Tena

adding

Sadie.
Give me a sense of humor, Lord,
Give me the power to see a joke.
To get some happiness from life,
And pass it on to other folk.

as

w

Brew

in

Miss Adah Savage was
in Machias last week.

remove

children

Hardison

yet the price

the average,
more progressive than
James Hill and wife, Mrs. C. 8. Lovedairy specialists in the United States joy and Miss Mary Noyes attended the
the
of
agriculture say,
department
funeral of C. T. Hooper at South Gouldsfine showing made by the cows in as- boro Friday.
sociations must he credited, in-large
at
baked bean

visited in Ellsworth Falls last week.

there beside it was
j started for the wall, but he caught up a big
stoue and disposed of that one, too. They
with black
were hideous-lookiug reptiles
heads aud yellow bellies. I have never seen
had heads diamond
any like them. They
shape. They were probably a pair, and they
may have been a hundred years old.
Now comes the question, did that snake
charm the child? She w as not at raid of him

Give me a healthy mind, good Lord.
That finds tht good that dodges sight.
And, seeing sin, is not appalled
But seeks a way to put it right.
Give

Miss Goldie

guest of her sister

a

grau *pt had hurt her snake- She was greaUy
distressed and cried most of the day.
As her grandfather had been at work near
by, he heard ter talking and laughing as she
was sitting
by tbe wall. 1 questioned her
and she said -the suake looked iu her dipper,
then era wed on her bare feet, laid his bead
in her lap aud she smoothed his head and he

I Westminster Gazette.)

Vegetable Compound, after
operation nas been advised that it

WEST FRANKLIN.

serpent’s
As he turned to
head above the grass, just as still, not moving at all. It was in haying time, aud he bad
his scythe in his hand, so he rau the scythe
uuder the suake and severed it iu two
The child began to cry, and said, "O, grandout to
pa you have hurt iuy suake!” I went
see what she was cryiug abou:. and sne said
was

than any other to produce
you is the same r.s you must pay
tor Inferior preparations.

38F* Costs

COUNTY

will pay any woman who suffers from
such ailments to consider trying it tiefore submitting to such a trying ordeal.

One day, after she had been several days,
she remained longer than usual. I called to
her two or three times, but she seemed re
luctaut to come. After she started, she walked
slowly and kept looking back, as she got
and
near the house, her grandfather met her
she told him, -Grandpa, these is my snake.’’
look, there

cured

Pinkham's

“"J-

j

it

more, Md.
It is only natural for any woman to
dread the thought of an operation. So
to
many women have been restored
health by this famous remedy, Lydia E.
an

favorite

—

E>und

gave her her dipper
After awhile I would call her and she would
that she wanted to go every
After
come.

family

prescription

—

has completely
me
and my
tell
all my friends
I
work is pleasure.
who have any trouble of this kind what
Lydia E. I’inkham's Vegetable Comhas done for me. —Nellie B.
kitting ham, 609 Calverton Rd., Balti-

day
sight of the house, 1

first aid

private

preparation

a

|

Benefit Column.

EDITED BY

reliablo

(Prepared by the United States DepartCoughs-Coiiis
ment of Agriculture.)
Yv bnderfully
Sore Throat
Milk produced by 5,587 cows in 40
cow-testing associations, averaged in
Chills
Soothing
Grippe
for internal
a year 247
pounds of butterfat per
Healing
exteruul
Cramps
Sprains
dud
the
This is considerably above
cow.
and many other ills
Anodyne
u.-o
average production of all the dairy j
cows In the United States, which is
c"-v»< ii
i^—s-Tsn■—•*•'——»>i
.tyujminr
estimated at 160 pounds of butterfat
a year. A study of the records of the
b*en in the service in France for twenty
associations showed that the producmonth!.
a
of
butterfat
160
year
tion of
pounds
Mrs. Frank Witbam is out after a serious
of
gave an increase of $23 over cost
WEST GOULDS BORO.
illness. Miss Vivian Witbam is still confeed, while the average Income over
w
Clifford Sparling, who bas been ill, is fined to the bouse ith a bad foot.
cost of feed from cows that produced
Mrs. F. H. Guilford and
daughter
247 pounds was $47, or a little more much better.
of Mrs. Frances
were guests
than twice as much.
Bradley D. Keith of Winter Harbor Elizabeth
Though the dairymen who Join cow- visited his daughter, Mrs. A. H. Kingsley, Marshall of South Penobscot, last week.
G.
testing associations are thought to be last week.
Feb.'l.

/

/

l

I

wood's, made by L. F. Medicine Co., Cortland, lie,

Jflutual

//

-^

—

know

H

o(

Intelligent Feeding.

before
y Compound

what to do with them, so they
them- Wire
with
farms
i enclose.! their
fencing has taken its place on most farms,
but there are some remnants of the walls.
I went to
| Oue day, when the fruit was ripe,
gather some and took my little daughter
! about three years old. with roe. and gave her
(She is now
a bright, new haif-piut dipper.
The next
I the wiflow of a Civil war veteran )
As it was iu
she wanted to go again
not

Given Aid In Selection
Animals, Skillful Breeding and

Members

an
f consenting Itotook
// /operation.
five bottles of it and

|

doctor’s

^“Liniment

COW TESTING ASSOCIATIONS

Treatthe time.
ments would relieve
me for a time but
my doctor was always urging me to
.have an operation.
My sister asked me
try Lydia E. Pinku a ra’s
Vegetable

j

petite, strength, and regular
Buy
daily bowel action.
only the genuine “L.F.” At-

|gui.( ,.sg

aches

|

A
famous

Johnson’s

and head-

vousness

p<v;ple

teaspoonful

for

A

over

100 years

Baltimore. Md.—“Nearly four years
I suffered from organic troubles, ner-

grew

read of serpents in foreign countries, when
in search of food, make some kind of
I a noise that will attract persons, and they
I will stand still. Then the snake will creep
lias
i.u-i
one
i
The
remedy
sire to eat.
slowly toward them and inject a venom
out j into their eyes and then they are an easy
thousands of V-.hous
h<
of this unhealthy condition is the true prey.
1 have lived most of my life on a farm.
“L.F,” Atwood Medicine. If you are hav- ! where there are stone walls, rocks and ledges,
bilious
and have seen most all kinds of snakes.
symptoms you
ing
! but they always seemed to be in a bur.y
should begin to use it at
1 will re.ate an incident
to get away,
as dicnee, a
more
that happened in my own family,
rected. You’ll improve from
than sixty years ago.
j
i
the first dose and in a short
Near my home was an old stone wall, and
beside it grew a
quantity of raspberry
tune this stomach and liver
bushes. The aid settlers who had farms.
tonic will restore your apout stones, did
I as fast as they ploughed

!ped

remarkable

E. Pink-

promised

If you are

f'

E.

Grant

of Clifton

Mrs.

Kemp »ik

Camp

a

vacant

Mats*-

woman

from

Aklen Stinson

u»

visiting

b»-»

parents,

of Sear*port

friends bert.

James Annis

is

Charles Auuis and

!

Jan.

27.

qniet disposition, a kind neighbor and
friend, and devoted to her family. Hei
a

from

Deveus.

of

death leaves

home

at

Lawrence Sellers has arrived home

ia

Thomas Turner.

here.

is

chuwttr.

Dora, wife of William H. Kemp, died
Jau. 26, after a short illuesa. She was
born in Aurora, where she livid until
some eight years ago, when the family
moved

Sargent Bray

with

N8KT.

visiting
w

ife.

_Sadie.
Sbbfrtiftcrveraa

place in the home

circle (which can neveribe filled. Sl«
leaves besides I er husband, five cbilarenIvor.v U.. who is in service overseas

DO AWAY WITH INDIGESTION.

Mardel Valley, Alvilian of this town

How

Mrs.

Vivian

Strout

ol

Bradford.

family has the sympathy of ail.
Feb. 3.
NORTH CASTINE.

anc

Tbi
E.

I'o

Purify

Sti.iimvli Iu

a
a

Sour.

DWreuwl

lew Minute*-

I i^»t us ta>k plain Kug.i»h
! spade a spade
I Y»*ur food ferments and you

let

*

u*

stoiuacn
v> "

>!'n>

1

Pulj°^

enough to digest tb- t
food soars and forms poisonous
atomacli
It doe* h n -e > »
mud nil.
g
irbuicui «
h«* u«‘t furntabed proper u»u■
a nitny
I tire blood, And has left the atouiuca iu
! condition.
warn
1
Take Mi-on a stomach tablet* if >°“
a neaiinj.
to change your filthy stomach to
clean, ponfied out.
If Mi-o-na fails to relieve your ludikest'o®*
and »ic*
rid vou » f dirtiness. hilioui-.ues*
refuc
beadai be your dealer will cbeer»uliy

I
:

at roue

it.

so

the

K irl B. Dunbar lias arrived b'me, afte
fi
service overseas.
necessary to feed grain to (turn mlba in the
from
dairy cows if we have silage ami alHarvey Webster has returned
falfa hay?”
visit with bis brother Roy, in Islesboro.
It is possible to keep the average
Chauncey Lowell is visiting his grsnd
dairy cow in milk flow with good silE. F. Bridges aud wife, in Hock
parents,
If the grain Is
age and alfalfa hay.
land.
left in the corn or kafir silage, these
»
i*f ,°u want to make your stomach *<* stronK
owMrs. Roscoe Ingalls and children ar
that it Will digeM ft he*.tv me a. w;thou
feeds will make a balanced ration for
am 1
Herbert
4ray
her
ami you want to t»e wunout ija
tre*«
parents,
Mio-namilk production. It is advisable, how- visiting
cage
drow v, all tied out fredig.
wife at the Ciergue farm.
* ,,r ***
el
e
! it ►h.ulo give you prompt
ever, to feed some grain to cows givleading
a
by Chines L. AUsanuer *un
Mrs. Albert McIntyre went to Bellas
ing 20 or more pounds of milk per day.
u.uggUt*.
who bs ^
One pound of a grain mixture for Saturday to meet her husband,
every five pounds of milk wheo fed
•
tCUMflKHtt
with silage and alfalfa hay makes an
ideal ration.
Grain Mixture No. 1.
water.)

“Is

my

drug store.—Advt.

Hftarrtisnntiits

it

1

j

J

2 parts grain chop.
2 parts bran.
1 part cottonseed meal.

Grain Mixture No. 2.
2 parts ground kafir.
2 parts ground oats.
1 part cottonseed meal.

GIVE DAIRY BARN ATTENTION
Good Ventilation and Drainage Shoulo
Ee Provided—Good Water Supply
Is Necessary.
The dairy barn should have plenty
of ventilation and a well drained con
Crete floor.
Keeping the burn deal
necessitates a good supply of watei
with pressure. The stanchion methoi
of tying the cows aids greatly in com
fort and cleanliness.
Many dair;
burns nowadays have an automatic de
vice for watering the cows. The usuu
method is by a water cup which i
filled automatically, and which i ;
placed between the cows. A lid 01
tile cup keeps the water from gettin;
dirty and the cows soon get used ti
raising it. This keeps on hand ;
large supply of clean water which re
mains at practically the same tern
pet ature.

An active man is farmer Tim,.
He keeps himself in perfect trim
By eating Town Talk Flour each day—
He’s full of pep, the neighbors say.

Milled

on
~

Honor—Ideal for
Baking

«

-■

being done by A. W. Webber. Grave*
Bros, are in charge of the mason work.
Everett W. Oder and wife left recently
is

to

spend

the

remainder of

the

w

■

.'.-T

^

■

.——-—-■■:=_L^==—~

2ftrtimtatmn.it

HAD MIGHTY WEAPON

inter at

Oder’s former home in Savannah,
During their absence. Miss Fidelia
Bartlett will be in charge of Mr. Oder’s
Mrs.

Big Ship Is Sunk by “Phantom
Torpedo.”

Oa.

store.

Keb. 3.

191*.

SULLIVAN HARBOK.

British War Secret of

«|Mrs. Byron Stevens ia visiting in Ban-

I

Mra. Charles H.

COUNTY NEWS

Miss

Chester Qinn is the Brat soldier to arrive
France, where he was in active serMrs. Qinn
vice in the heavy artillery.
baa

resigned

much to the

her

position

in the

poatofn.-e,

regret of its patrons.

It would seem that «e need an organiration ol Boy Scouts or some "11111*
brother" movement to awaken a sense of
chivalry in the larger boy for the smaller.

It is ouly a coward who makes life miserable for one who is younger and weaker,
whether at work or at play.
H.
Feb. 3.
OOUI*DSBORO
Lew

ik

Krider is

ill of lumbago.

Kenneth Tracy b*s returned to Goodwin’* Siding.
Ilis* GiadyM Rolfe, who is teaching in
Core*, spent the week-end at home.
L
S. S.
Mt.
listold Yeung, of the
Vernon, i* home on ten aajs’ furlough.
11x191 Rice, who ha* been emFr nil Young'*, returned home

Miss

ployed

at

Sunday.
Miss

Donna

Han iso n went

home

Thursday, accompanied bv Miss
Perry. They returned Sunday.

last
Dulu

I/»on
Mr*, Darojr Spurling and son
•pent the week-end with her pirents,
Capt. George Nutter and wife, at Steuben.
There

was

a

sociible

Saturday evening.

grange

hull

Cake acoffee

iu

were

Proceeds, |8, to buy wood

served.

for

the church.

Feb. 3.

Pittah.
NORTH PAST

Fred

HARBOR.

/siting, tailor, left Saturday for

Boston for the rest of the

w

niter.

Pvt. Merritt T. Ober, jr.. has returned
from Cump Devena, having received his
honorable

discharge.

Hubert Moore and wife have returned
from Dowell, Mass., where they «{*ent
several weeks with their eon Forrest.

Quite a number of Northeast Harbor
people attended the high school play and
Bar Harbor last Friday night.
a«nce at
The Kimball building, opposite the
parish house chapel, is being changed
into

a

bungalow.

The

carpenter

^ork

Kingsley

and

GUARANTEED

a

A GREAT LOAN

daughter Pauline

LOOKS SMALLER

Charles
in

Simpson and wife are visiting
Massachusetts, and Miss Marjorie ia in

New

York.

guests.

Feb. 3.

I
I
Y
jfeOU
know the

realm of childhood dreams
is a land of

\

The Five Billions at $50 Apiece
Should Be Compared With
planes are designed to accomplish
What the Kaiser Wanted.
from
the nlr more effectively and
more swiftly what the torpedoes from
Prenarations are already making for
submarines can achieve.
the Fifth Liberty I.oan, which the peo
An armored ship carrying twenty of
pie cf the United States will be asked these machines met
German sur-

Theodore Jewell recently gave an
Afternoon tea in honor of Mrs. Charles
Simpson, at her beautiful new home in
Newton, Mass. Miss Charlene Wilson
»»d Mrs. Lillie Emery were among the
Mrs.

|

Ilondomr—''Tha-ntoro torpedoes” from
the clouds- snnk a Turkish ship carrying 3,000'troops. Just before the end
of hostilities. Only the nrmistlce prevented other aerial “phantoms" from
operating effectively against the German warships in the Kiel Canal and
other German navy shelters.
These hydruplnnhs discharging torI*edoes above the water have been
the great secret of the Brtish navy
during the- ehwing month of the war.
Scientific officers of this branch of
the navy agree that these mysterious

Will Stop that Couch

spent the week-end in Bangor.

-am*.

from

in

Charles Ward and wife have returned
home from Massachusetts.

A daughter wee boru Keb 1 lo Mr. end
lire Uerl Woodworth.
Henry Johnson has received bia honorable discharge Ironi the army.
jM»e While rained twenty-nine bushels
o! wheat, and is enjoying an At Hour
from the

visit rag

Hath Allen has returned to Wal-

Mra.

tils* Mary Hamor o( Her Harbor ie the
Hill
The engageguc»: ol Mies Lydia
men! ol 'line Hill hue recenlly been announced to Clifford H. Kicbardaon of
Waltham. Mass.

is

; pole. Mass.
Mis* Jeanette Clark baa returned from
visit in Franklin.

EAST SULLIVAN.

grouno

Allen

Baugor.

i

iPM_■

KEMP’S BALSAM

gor.

Discharging Mis.

tiles. From Airplanes la
Disclosed.

H.

sweets.

Make some of
those dreams
a delightful
reality by
taking home

the
rendered fleet at sea ready for action
in case the Germans should attempt
some eleventh-hour trickery.
These amazing planes ascend from
land or deck, climb thousands of feet
for a sudden dive from the clouds at
a speed of 150 miles an hour, straighten out fifty feet above the sea and
discharge a torpedo direct at the eneThen they disappear Into
my ship.
the clouds as suddenly as they appeared. and so swiftly that the enemy
cruft has no chance of training its
guns or machine guns on it.
How the difficulty of discharging a
torpedo in the air is overcome is a
naval secret.
It is known that serious accidents marked the experimental tests with these wonderful machines.

toward the world war. It will
in the spring, probably someMT. DESERT FERRY.
time early in April.
Mrs. Ora Jordan is home from Bre ver,
The total amount will probably be
where she has been visiting.
somewhere near the size of the Fourth
Mrs. Elizabeth McKay, who has been
Loan. A flve billion dollar total looks
> visiting in Howland, ia home.
large, but it does not look as large
Private Walter C. Jettison ha9 returned
as it did in 1917 to a people 100,000.000
to Governor’s Island, New York.
strong who have learned to save and
Miss Nettie Clarke was a week-end lend to the government.
When this Loan looks insignificant
guest of Hattie Spratt, in Bar Harbor.
and puny, even it it is put on top of
William Saunders and wife of Bangor
ail the loans which preceded it, is
recently spent a few days with Mrs.
when it is compared side by side with
| Saunders’ son, Clarence Nicxerson.
the billtons Germany would have deFeb. 3
C.
i
manded of America if the Kaiser had
won the war.
EGYPT.
This is the way to compare the two
( arroll Clarke has gone to Connecticut^
possible ending* of the war. Put one
whore be has employment.
beside the other, the two chances of
Mrs. A. N. Clarke has gone to Exeter,
paying for the cost of the world war
care
for
her
Mrs.
N.
to
daughter,
I
H.,
which the people of this country had
and
who
are
ill
Charles
DolafT
family,
j
before them one year ago.
wtekMrs. Henry Billings was the
The United States has come into
! end guest of her sinter, Mrs. Vivian victory and peace. One of the greatAbbott, at George’s Pond.
est forces it employed to win victory
was the groat fund which the people
G. A. Linacott, wife and children were
the recent guests of Lorenzo Linsco:t at
pnt into Its hands to fight for civilizaWest Hancock.
tion.
8.
But the Government has not yet
Feb. 3.
financed the needs of the last chapter
MARLBORO.
of effort. Three months hence it will
Oscar W. Ford and wife spent the weekask for a loan with which to accomOnaud
with
Mrs.
Ford’s
end in
It will call in the
parents. plish this work.
Fred Robinson and wife are with Mrs. i Fifth Loan for money to pay the exRobinson’s sifter, Mrs. Howard Springer.
penses of peace and reconstruction.
The men and women of the country
Fred Stratton and bride arrived Friday
j who must furnish the funds for the
, from Camp Devena. Mr. Stratton has reFifth Loan are doubly blessed. They
ceived an honorable discharge.
I
I have at the same time the liberty
Are.
Feb. 3.
won by the war and the bonds of the
SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
Government taken in other loans.They
know now that they can never be
Everett L. Gray of Harborside is here
: made to contribute to any Kaiser. And
on business.
there are 100,000.COO of them in all.
to bis
M. D. Chatto has returned
What the VICTORIOUS FIFTH Loan
wimer home in Medford, Mass.
proposes Is that this 100,000,000 people
schools are closed owing
The town
shall lend the Government about $50
to influenza at West Brooksville.
ap'-ce.
C.
Feb 3.
This does not seem a large amount
It Is not a large
from each person.
AUny 4 Ml.Iren are Sickly.
to lend at substantial interest
sum
Mother Gray’s Sweet Powders for Children
Break up (olds in 24 hour-, relieve Feverishon unequalled security, for the final
ness. Headache. Stomach Troubles. Teething
se tlement in the war.
Disorders, move and regu'ate the bowel*,
Worms.
so
and
are
They
pleasant
Faeh one knows that it Is a Loan,
Destroy
Used by mothers
to take children like them.
that it is not payment to the Kaiser
for over 30 years. All druggists. Sample
FREE. Address, Mother Gray Co., Le Roy,
but a Loan for Liberty.
to make
come

WR1GLEY5
frequently.
How about
tonight?

THE GIRL HE LEFT BEHIND'

__

|

Eyes Hrc! to Ec Blue.
Blue-eyed iiabiey always claim a nrt
ponderanee of admirers, ’i’ll fact lia?
Just again been muplia-i :< il—this time
at Hampstead. Knglnnd.
It was an-

The girl he left behind him, AmeriWomanhood, expresses the thought
of a great nation of women in the
words, “Thank you, Yank.” With arm
encircling his neck, eyes dimmed with
joyous tears, she presses her lips to
his cheek in fervor and feeling, bestowing a kiss of gratitude on the boy
whose glorious deeds on the battlefield
with the common enemy made America a clean and safe place to live in.
can

N. Y.

StJtirrHs

m

»t<s

WRECKS OHIO JEWELRY SHOP
Pet Simian Bombards Salesmen and
Customers With Choice Bric-a-Brac
and Jewelry.

|

Cleveland, O.—A tiny simian with a
broken chain* about his neck suddenly
appeared in Euclid avenue here when
shopping crowds were thickest, and
darting into a pretentious establishment patronized by the wealthy scattered the throngs by the very effective method of bombarding salesmen
and customers alike with choice bits
of cut glass, vases, and trays. Rings,
brooches and necklaces were scattered
broadcast.
A clotning srore upxi ooor laueu
to hold the mysterious wanderer’s attention long and it left, followed by a
running posse of police and spectaA street car carried it a few
tors.
blocks and finally it was eapttfred
just as it was about to emulate the famous bull and enter a china store. Police have adopted it as a pet pending

|

a

|

nounced In the press that the town officials had a “bonny blue-eyed baby”
for adoption, and straightway 850
would-be adopters wrote to secure it.
Unfortunately it was found that the
infant’s eyes had been wrongly described. The eyes were not blue, after
all, and when they heard of this some
of the ladies withdrew their offers.

Foundation of Brotherhood.
“The doctrine of the Brotherhood ol
Man is a beautiful dream, but it remains forever the baseless fabric of a
dream, unless it is founded upon the
deepest of all realities, the Fatherhood
of God.
To better our social conditions we need close thoughts, careful
study, a diligent application of the best
methods, but at last without faith in
the eternal foundations there can be no
final adjustment of social difficulties,
and all earthly wisdom is but as sounding brass and clanging cymbals.”—Dr.
Samuel Smith._

Get it straight that what you’ve hankered for in
pipe or cigarette makin’s smokes you’ll find aplenty
in P. A. That’s because P. A. has the quality!
You can’t any more make Prince Albert bite your
a
tongue or parch your throat than you can make horse
drink when he’s off the water I Bite and parch are cut
out by our exclusive patented process!
You just lay back like a regular fellow and puff to beat
the cards and wonder why in samhill you didn’t nail a
section in the P. A. smokepasture longer than you care
to remember

back!

Buy Prince Albert everywhere tobacco is sold. Toppy red bags,
tidy red tins, handsome pound and half pound tin humidors—and
_that clever, practical pound crystal glass humidor with sponge
moistensr top that keeps the tobacco in such perfect condition.-

R. J.

Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C*

2

Says

John T. Glynn,
hell. Signed.
Chief of Police."
4i
A group of Germans, many of
demanded the
them officials,
* chief be removed from office. He
is still the chief.

The Mistake is Made by Many
Ellswortli Citizens.

Pots

SWASEY 8c CO.,

Portland, Me.

"houkI .Ike nothing iMan to
now
vou that no mattei i«
.-t-v- .v
your oui. on
01 hew argre or now oivniui rA.KYrOOi will
it iCftautiydoe? away
I love youi best irien.l
with a. ruin mil .'uiiamn atinn
it iteiailv
meita away the bunion en argument
ojoup“

today
g.ve «t a tna
Vou must
o. vou can return it ana get all

back

AUiXAXliERS PHARMACY
Ellsworth. Ate.

cause

of backache.

cured you must know the cause.
If it's weak kidneys you must set the

To be
«■

£

kidneys working right.

4
^
4
£

says: k‘I suffered from an
ney weakuess for nearly

4
V

up
all

An Ellsworth resident tells you how.
Mrs. Percy Lindsey, 14 Sterling St

one

a

often

and

was

so

I

year.

day and down the next.

over

kid-

annoying

dizzy,

I fell

2
2

£

^9**9*****t*************4

I noticed

improvement

felt like

1 have

since.

a

different

gained in weight
every way.”

1 have

woraai

and

fee

stronger in
Price 60c at all dealers.
ask for
ney
had.

Don’t simplj
kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kid-

a

Pills

the

Foster

same

that

Milburn

Mrs.

Co.,

l

POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE I

I

IS FOR SALE BY ALL NEWSDEALERS
Ask them to show yon a copy or send 20c for
the lateat issue. postpaid. \early subscription
$2.00 to all parts of the United Ktutea,
its posociainnn, Canada, and Mexico.
POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE
• H. Michigan Avanian, Chicago, I

Lindsey
Mfgrs

Bffalo, N. Y.
0

EACH

MONTH

and

I used about five boxes in all. By tbal
time the trouble had entirely disappeared
and

Curbs Ambulance Speed.
St. Louis.—By a general order of
Acting Chief of Police O'Brien, all policemen are Instructed to see that no
ambulnnee driver—oublic or private—
exceeds 20 miles an hour in answering
! or returning from calls.

box,

the first

400
ARTICLES
400
PICTURES

was

I ached

4 over. My feet and ankles swelled sc
4 badly I couldn’t put on my shoes. 1
4 tried different things, but got no rebel
4 until I used Doan’s Kidney Pills. Aftei

2

E.

youi

Look for the

a

|

♦

Bean

Of your Grocer, Hardware
Healer or Crockery Store.
Be sure and set a Swasey
Bean Pot and enjoy good
baked Beans. No way to
bake beans as with a
S w asey Bean Pot.
Name on every one.

Chief of Police

Kan.—John T.
2 Leavenworth,
5 Glynn, chief of police here, had
2 the following placard hung in his
; * office during the war:
sharp lookout
“Officers, keep
2
# for German spies, Hun agents. I.
W.’s, and all other kaiser
2 W.
lovers in America and give ’em

2
2

Buy Swasey

iiuy a oox
b*- <utisri«J

**** **********************

TALK

For Restoring Color and
Beauty to Gray or Faded Hair.

,

claimant.

2 “Watch Kaiser Lovers,”

PARK 1 R’S'"*”

HAIR BALSAM

A toilet preparation of merit.
Helps to eradicate dandruff.

Peru's Great Museum.
Peru’s capital is the home of a national museum, one of the wold’s most
interesting institutions of this nature.
It shares with that of Cairo in displaying to modern peoples various incidents of life and activity of bygone
Also the gallery of paintings
races.
of Peruvian history is particularly
noteworthy. The remains of the first
airplane to cross the Alps in which the
Peruvian airman, Don Jorge Chaves,
lost his life, is another interesting exhibit

—

about smokes, Prince Albert
is geared to a joyhandout standard
that just lavishes smokehappiness on
man
every
game enough to make a bee line for a
tidy red tin and a jimmy pipe—old or new!

Prepared.
train, running on a line which had
achieved an unenviable notoriety for
slowness and unpunctuality, after losing considerable time in a short jour*
ney. suddenly stopped in the midst of
fields. “Guard !” shouted a jovial passenger, “may 1 get out and pick some
flowers?” “Afraid you won’t find many
about here,” said the conductor, goodhumoredly. “Oh. there’ll be heaps of
time,” replied the jovial passenger—
l “I’ve brought a Packet of seeds.”
A

UDI

|

I

1
I
B

Ifoc Orllsworth American
rUB

EVERY

ISHKD

I

AT

SLLSWORH.

Titus, Editor and Manager.

the

following:

Senator

British

appropriating $1,000

aid in

to

repair

of

APPLICATION.

from

Business commanications should be addressed to. and all checks and money orders
u»ude payable to Tub Hancock County PcbnmiitNG Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

Mr.

$1,000

$1,500.

to

By Mr. Phillips of Bar Harbor—Resolve

appropriating
hospital.

hooks to

$4,000

for

Bar

a

of

A bill patting teeth in the cordwood man’s bay.
law woe introduced in the Maine :
By Mr. Ho't of Hancock—Act prohibitlegislature last week. It provides a ing the takiig of cod or other fish except
penalty of not less than $10 nor more ! herring by means of gill nets in portions
than *60 for any persons who offer of Frenchman’s bay.
for sale as a cord of wood anything ^
By Mr. Mason of Ellsworth—Resolve
less than a full cord.
appropriating $1,0000 for repairing the

iProhahly the last attack of this sort
made by American destroyers on
a new British submarine of a
large
She was being tested when
type.
sighted by the destroyers and they
made for her full speed.
Something
happen'd to the signal system, and
the under water vessel submerged as
depth charges began to tear up the

the
from
Unconfirmed
peace conference intimate that unless President Wilson can be dictator

Hancock county.

j

Mason of

By Mr.

Ellsworth—Resolve

will withdraw from the conproviding a pension of $15 a month for
In other words, he will j Moses Cottle of Ellsworth, a veteran of
farenee.
France
in
break up “House”-keeping
the Civil war.
and move back to the United States. |
By Mr. Foss of Hancock—Act to amend

j

he

menace

in

One charge shook her until
water.
the crew thought she was doomed.
The submarine was constructed to
Ji\e 320 feet, but that was forgotten
as charge after charge expie ied near
by. Finally she struck bottom at 300
feet and it was found she was not
badly damaged. She was kept on the
bottom until her commander was certain the destroyers had gone.
Then
she was cautiously brought to the surface.
“She don’t need any more testing
after that experience." the commander reported to the officer in charge of
the submarine base.

1, chapter 4, of the Private and
Special laws of 1913, “Act to regulate the
section

this

country is assuming proportions that taking of smelts in the waters of Egypt
have aroused Congress to action. In bay, Franklin bay, Thornton bay and
the Senate yesterday sweeping inves- river, in the towns of Hancock, Franklin
tigation of Bolsbevikis, I. W. W. aDd and Sullivan,” by addiug “and their tribother propaganda was ordered unanimously after two houra of tempestuous

discussion, in which several

above

a

line from

Bennett’s Point

utaries,
southeasterly to the northern end of
Ingalls Island and east of the town of
|
Sorrento.”

sena-

tors declared that organizations were
plotting to overthrow the American
government by violence. The Senate

By

Mr.

increase

Conary of Bucksport- An act to
salary of the judge of the

the

Western Hancock municipal court from

which for
more than a year has been investigating pro-German and brewers’

judiciary sub-committee,

$500

to

work

impossible,

perform

they continued exposed to

was

dropped

their

explosives

engaged in combat not less than
twenty-four Boche pursuit planes.
The

their fire

concentrated

enemv

was

an

allied plane. Lt. Taylor's position
being nesreat tbe enemy, he was brought
down first, followed rapidly by the other
three, all machines in flainea except that
of Lt. Codman and bis observer, whose
machine was of a newer, swifter type
and equipped with an armored gasoline
tank. This enabled them to land safely
in

|

were

Brave,

member of the group
'which received the following citation:
“The work of the first day bombardment
Mihiel
group during the battle of St.
in

and
such

the
to

as

was a

out

bring

appreciation

of

allied

participating

service

all

praise

the

the

m

and

of

troops
the

Taylor

was

twenty-six

the

years

more

was
assigned for instruction at
Miami, Fla., later being transferred to
K&ntotil, ill., and to the University of
He w as commissioned in October,
Texas.
and sailed directly for France, where be

plants

for

instructor at

a

time.

be

was

was

the

Later he

shot
son

three months

down.
of Mr. and

Mrs. Alex-

BONDS TO PAY
DEBT OF HONOR

Signal,

|
|

|

p

^

|

^

<.

|

ft

|

j

in

success

our

7.
Swine shall not he kepi within the llmi
the thickly settled portions of the town of
Buckspnrt during tbe mouths of May, Jun-.
July, August, Septemb r and October in any

lotU

1

—Auto
return to C.

tlHAIN
^

of

truck chain. Kinder pleuse
W. Gkikdal, Ellsworth. Me.

Nor, if it shall to the Local Board seem
for the p eservalion of *he public health,
shall so vote, and in writ.ng notify the
owner or occupant of the particular premises,
shall swine te kept in any place without the
thickly settled parts of the s*.id town during
said months. W boevcr % iola'es the provisions
of this section shall be liable 10 a p natty of
one dollar for every day that he keeps eaca
swine, to bt recovered by complaint or iu
diclroent.
year.
meet

and i

Jfor Salt.
Maynard Whittaker place on Tinker’s
X
hill; .18 acres. 2»* story house au>1 stable;
8 acre# cleared land, woodlot. Price. 91 000 to
quick taker. Apply tot'. W. Gbindal. Ellsworth.

rpHK

tj&antrti.
TITORK wanted at home or by the day
M
in service.
Apply to Mrs. Punk. 9
Liberty St., Ellsworth.

J

&clp tHanUti.
^

B„Y WANTED
sell vanilla flavoring after school hoars
and Saturdays. Send 91.00 for eight bottle? that retail for 25c each. Send postcard
for free sample bottle. Waksfibld Extract
Co., Sanbornville N. H.

TO

SEAMEN.
Chance for Advancement—Free.
Board free navigation school
■t'. S.
at Portland trains seamen for officers’ berths
in new Merchant Marine.
Short cut to the
bridge. Two years’sea experience required..
Native or'naturalised citizens only. Course
j
six weeks. Apply to Frank A. Wilson at
school. Municipal Bldg, Portland, between
1.90 and 5 p. m. Saturdays 8 30 a in. to 12 noon.

Shipping

£rmate Jtyrlp BSantrfc.

H~"oSl:

BMPLOv m k n r BRai niBG rugs
for us is pleasant,easy, well-paid work.
For particulars address Putties A Pinkbam,
Inc., 909 Anderson St., Portland, Me.

—

|

on

So in the end it appears that
one of our
most constructive activities.
One of
our
worst faults is the hypocritical
practice of finding fault with faultfinding.—F. H. Young in Providence
Journal.

was

of

RESTORES

less, and

ment.

introduced

j

or

fault-finding is essentially

Clermont Terrand, and

had been at tbe 'root about

pub-'

finding the fault and destroying it depends mostly our successful develop-

and

tested

epji

sturdy Prance!

Fault-Finding.
Why should we denounce fault-findit is not constructive? All
because
ing
of us are continuously finding fault,

of

of Tufts college, and a
T. A. fraternity. In the
summer of 1916, following his graduation,
he went to Platlsburg training ettnp.
In February he volunteered for service,
age, a graduate
member of the S.

an

sopreml

opera-

tion.”
Lieut.

life and health and the suerea«*al opera: in«
of the health laws of the Stale, subject to th
#f
the
approval of any jostles
Judicial court; and, whereas la itaat end it
to the Local Board of Health ia Ike town of
se<ms
that
meet
Bucksport
by-laws of th*
tenor following he made; therefor* it beret,,
it by local aforementioned Heard of Health
ordained:
Id and throughout the loin ef Bucksport
hese by-laws shall be in force sad effect:
1. Whenever, in the opinion ef Lacal Boa, a
of Health in the town of Hnekaport. a contagioui, infectious, or dangtsreua epidemic
disease or distemper prevails la Iowa, said
Board, by i’s specific vole (da# notice of
which shall t>e given by the pnhlloation of a
copy thereof in a newspaper of general alrcalation in said town) may order any and all
schools, libraries, theatres, chnrohea and any
and all other buildings and plaeea of assembly, or wherever person generally are accustomed to congregate, ant any and all
other buildings of public aae or fiequeutin*
from which there may he danger of said
domic, disease or distemper, to be elosed. and
to remain closed, for such r> asonable definite
time, or until such time, as in ths
period
opinion of such Local Board of Health, ail
danger from such epidemic, disease, or ditto mper shall have ceased to exist.
2. In esses of death from scarlet fever,
diphtheria, smallpox.or typhns fever, a
lie funeral hereby is forbidden.
In sack
cases, burial stall take place with an little
exposure to contagion there from as is connistenrly possible. A dead body shall not be
transported excepting as directed by the
executive officer f tbe Local Board.
3. Dead animals shall be pfomptly buried
where and a.- tbe Loc \ Board shall direct.
4- All houses, outbuildings and premises
within tbe jurisdiction of the Local Board
must st all times be
kept in a clean and
All nuisance* and conhealthful condition
ditions detrimental to life and health in said
town shall he promptly removed and abated.
5. All accumulations of refuse matter,
such as swill, waste of meal, fi*h, shell-,
bom s, decs) ed vegetables and excrement of
*»very kind, likely to decompose and generate
disease germs and unhealthy
gases, and
thereby rerome a source of dar ger to the
public health, shall uot be permitted to remain » pen any premises linger than f- rtre ght hours after notice given by
said Local
Board of Health to tbe owner or occupant of
said premi es to remove tire same.
rt.
Te-sons tnguged in clearing privy vault*
shall use water tight cirts or wagons, whi h
shall uot be used upon any atie t except.n*
between the hours of ten of the clock at night
and lour in the morning.
Nor -hall such
carta or wagons te permitted to stand in any
ic
street otherwise than while being lawpub load.d.
fully

Who won the war?
No one of these: not one, but all
Whomsserel Friedom’s clsrioncall.
Each humble m in who did his bit
In God's own book of fame is wilt.
Tbese won the war.

it, has been

afier

operation

MAinr.

ltn«kif«rt.

LOCAL BOARD OF UKALTB, BY-LAWs
Whereas.it is provided by eeetiwa ill, ca-_
ter 19 of toe revised statutes ml lie 8tai. 'I
Maine, that each local Board of Health aa.,,
among other thing*, make, alter and
such ord» ra and bv-lawa aa they snail think
necessary and proper for the preservation n»

Who won the wsr?
In darkest hour there rose s cry:
“Sweet Liberty, thou shall not die
We ccme, we come across the sea.
Thy sta’wart sons and victory!’*
Glorious America!

Germany.

Lient. Taylor

Town of

Who wt»n the war?
'Twain France who wrote, in noble rage.
The grandest words on history’s page;
“They shall not pass." The driven Hud
Surged on to death, but not Verdun.

each

He

appropriation

M. R-

Dr.

Mighty England!

on

in the Senate
JUST IN TIME TO SAVE WIFE ander Taylor, North SuPivan, a brother
$2,000 for repair of
of H. H. Taylor. North Sullivan, J. A. Tayfor
Docian shore road in Orland; $5,000
Gambler Arrives Home to Find Spouse lor, Quebec, Canada, Alexander and J.
road repair in Orland; $2,000 to repair
Unconscious From Fumes of
W. Taylor, Montana, T. M. Taylor, Tufts
^
highway in town o! Franklin; $2,000 to
Escaping Gas.
’22, Dr. Barbara Ring and Miss Dorothy
repair Jordan’s River road in the towns of
Taylor, Arlington Heights, Mrs. A. K.
OUT OK STEP.
Trenton and Lamoine.
San Francisco.—Here is the case of Guptill, Chelmsford, Mass., Mrs. Harold
a man who stayed out late gambling
Among mailers oerore me committee on
Diehl, Quincy, Mass., and Mrs. Charles
Senator Hale Says Wilson’s Ideals
sea and shore fisheries yesterday was the | and came home to save the life of his
Mitchell, Argyle, Me. He leaves a w idow,
Not Those of Country.
El’ Hatton
of
petition of Bradford Rowe and sixty others wife. He deserves credit.
Miss Doily
who was
In a speech in the Senate Monday urg- of Swan’s Island asking for the enactment
His name is L**e Wah and his wife Brookline, whom he married just before
ing prompt conclusion of a peace treaty of law
or
preventing
regulatingtbe taking is Sing Ah. She got tired of waiting going to France.
and the return of American troops from of clams in the town of Swan’s Island.
for Lee and went to bed in disgust.
Europe, Senator Hale declared he did not The act proposed would prevent non-resi- She
forgot to turn off the gas combelieve the ideals for which President dents of the town
taking clams for other pletely, so that she was unconscious
Wilson was contending were the ideals of than the
of
bait.
purpose
Representative j from the fumes when he returned. He
the vast majority of the American people, ,
Savage of Mount Desert stated that the j was loser up to that time.
and that the American fighting man did residents of Swan’s island were
mostly
Lee struck a match when he came
not share the idea that he fought to make
fishermen, and that they had been bandi- ! in. There was a
bang and a lot of firethe world safe for democracy.
capped in getting bait for their trawls, j works on account of the accumulation
“I do not wish to decry the work of the There is no cold
storage plant on the is- of gas.
President,” said Senator Hale, “but I land, and the fiats are much dug over. !
Lee Wah landed out in the hallway
They Will Bring Home the Fightbelieve that bis ideals are not the ideals of He
stated that be had been told that
on his shoulder blades.
The bed his
ing Men Who Have Won the
the vast majority of the people of the
residents of other towns go there and dig, !
wife was sleeping in was tipped over.
Victorious Peace.
United States.
and it had been understood that clams |
A window was blown out and the plas“The American people never understood had been
dug there for a cannery. The j ter was
The Fifth Liberty Loan will be used
jarred from the wall.
the meaning or consequence of the ideals
petition and bill were laid on the table 1
When it was all over the police and
especially and emphatically In paying
and policies of President Wilson. They!
for a week to give residents of the island
the fire department came. The wife
a debt of honor.
were given out at a time w hen, as coman opportunity to appear.
was taken to the hospital, where she
The debt Is one owed by the nation
mander-in-chief, it was held universally
MT. DESERT BRIDGE BILL.
was revived.
to Its fighting forces.
Lee Wah recovered bebe an unpardonable sin to criticize the
Who could
think for • moment that It would not
President. The wondertul catch words i In the House last Wednesday, Jan. 29, fore that. The couple were reconciled
be paid eagerly in the flneet spirit and
when each of them learned of the
and phrases of the President caught the Representative Mason of Ellsworth introduced two bills dealing with the new
with pride In meeting the obligaear of the people, bcu did not catch the
circumstances.
tions?
bridge at Trenton. One bill repeals the
understanding.
This
Loan
“That the American people are bound former act providing for the care and |
the
VICTORIOUS
TIE PIN
HEARING FIFTH—which will be offered In about
by any of these statements is to me in- maintenance of the bridge, and the other
the
of
the
three
changes
conceivable.
apportionment
months, will bring home the men
expense
They certainly never were
A* Applied by Policeman It Works
who fought
bound by the vastly different declarations so as to relieve the town of Trenton somethrough France from
With San Francisco
what.
Magic
of the President during the
Chateau-Thlerry right to Sedan, thouweary months
The
new
Panhandler.
bill
that
the
towns
of
sands of whom are today on Oerman
before we went into the war.”
provides
American soldiers
soli.
like those of the Bar Harbor, Mt. Desert, Southwest HarSan
Trenton
and
Francisco.—Armed
with
an affiThs President says that a large proTremont, assisted by
allies, fought to protect and save their bor,
davit setting forth that he was deaf
the county of Hancock, shall bear the ex•wn country, the senator said. He added:
portion of them must remain during
and
of
dumb
the
Mt.
and
was trying
Desert bridge in
to raise
“Now that the war is won, the Ameri- pense
keeping
the period of occupation. Those who
money with which to purchase a peacan people want peace.
will be brought home will be transAnd they want repair, and employing a draw tender. The
shall
cut
roaster, William Welch entered a
it without further delay. They want county
pay |300 annually and the
ported and demobilized at a very
towns
shall
downtown jewelry store with high
tntir boys back in this country.
pay balance of the expense, to
heavy expanse for months to come.
They
be
of
want and expect their representatives at
apportioned in accordance with their hopes
getting a “handout.”
Ths Loan will pay these charges.
While busily engagetf runuing the To avoid them in
the peace conference to close matters
respective valuations as fixed by State ;
up
any way. to try to
assessors.
The amounts so to be paid by
alphabet in the deaf and dumb lan- cut down on them, to fall to provide
just as quickly as can be done.”
each of the said towns shall be
computed guage for one of the clerks who was money for them, would bo an Incred1and fixed
by the county commissioners, about to "fall," Policeman Tim Con- ible act on the pari of the people of
A Meaningless C ompromise.
1and said several amounts shall be added
nell happened in.
[New York World.J
Recognizing the the United States.
supposedly route man. Connell drew
The men who went to France, ready
Under private ownership find operation t)and included in and become and be a
out his stick pin and made a lunge.
to give their lives if need be for the
the American people had relatively the part of the county tax annually assessed
“Ouch, ouch, ow I” said the deaf nation, did not halt half way—did not
best and cheapest telephone service in the against said towns.
The county
commissioners of said one; “what the—"
world. Whatever the faults of private
stop when they thought the end
of Hancock shall have charge of
“You’re under arrest," smiled Conseemed almost near.
management may have been, the tele- county
They went to
said bridge and employ a suitable draw
nell.
the very limit. They saw the war to
phone became a great public utility that
reached to every nook and corner of the teuder and keep said bridge in repair.
nater w elch told Police J udge Fitzthe very close, however bitter It might
patrick he was not guilty, and that he be.
country, and the public had little reason
had been jobbed.
To look after them In the period of
to complain of either the cost or the quality
Our Secretaress of War.
of the service.
“Never mind," said the court. “Six
ihe making of the peace, to bring them
| Proi-idence Journal.)
Since the telephone systems were taken
months In the county jail."
home In comfort and safety and honor,
The splendid concern of Secretary of
over by tbe federal government as a war
must be the one effort of all the war
Fellow policemen are wondering if
War Baker that ample and complete jusmeasure and put in charge of the
j the prick of the pin restored the voice loans In which the nation will join
post- tiee be done to
“conscientious objectors’
to a man.
office department the service1 has steadily
and hearing of William.
bis decision that they be given back
The realization of what the men
deteriorated.
Nothing has come out of by and
pay
transportation to their homes
have done Is written across the history
government control except annoyance,
must warm all hearts toward this humaniof the United States the past eighteen
vexation and increased charges.
-'4
(£
tarian pacifist.
months.
The opportunity to pay the
In his argument for the extension of the
Flies
Distress
-i
This action is peculiarly
in
debt of honor will be met In returnperiod of federal operation, the post- view of the fact that tens ofnoteworthy
thousands of
Didn't Get Allotment S ing them to peace and prosperity.
master general stated that be had been
our soldiers who have fought in France
The opportunity lies in the new
informed by representatives of tbe teleare not only owed several months of their
St. Louis, Mo.—The St. Louis
Liberty Loan bond, that is the Fifth
phone companies U*at “deterioration and back
pay by the government, but, in a
Flag society, an organization
Loan.
’onfusion” would follow if the systems
great many cases, money that has been
whose aims are to see that all fj
Use the next three months In prewere
turned back without legislative
taken out of their pay for allotment to
3 American flags are properly p paring to Join In paying the country’s
guarantees. The deterioration and con* their wives or
dependent families has ^ hung and respected, reports the P
debt of honor to her soldiers who hays
fusion are already here, personally connever yet been turned over to these dei following incident:
won the victory.
ducted by the postmaster general.
A flag in the window of a lo- E
i
There is no reason why the United pendents.
We suggest that Mr. Baker crown his
0 eal private residence was bang- E
States government should not get out of
career by bringing into Congress an act
with its field down. A mem- E
business at once.
The
the telephone
*jj ing
Lavs Warm After Thirty Years.
to dne or imprison all Americau soldiers
her of the society knocked at clonger it is in charge the worse the ser- who fired a
^
Newly ejected lava from Vesuvius
shot in anger on any Eurothe
1
door.
A
vice is sure to be and the more complicawoman E
negro
has been tested and found to be at a
pean battlefield.
E
opened it.
tions will arise. The sooner the propertemperature of 1,500 degrees Fahrens
“I am a member of the Flag E
ties are returned the sooner the private
heit.
On the volcano’s slopes lavas
There
is
more
catarrh
in
this
section
of
the
owners can be compelled to restore the
society," he told her. “Your flag E from various outbursts
are definitely
conntry than all other diseases put together,
is hung improperly. That is a
former service.
and for years it was supposed to be inisolated, and even now lava thrown out
curable. Doctors prescribed local remedies,
of distress.”
signal
and by constantly failing to cure with local
30 years ago is quite warm.
“You’se the government, is E
treatment, pronouuced it incurable. Catarrh
Barrel the Only Rolling Container.
is a local disease greatly influenced by con
the
yuh?"
i
negress
E
replied.
This is its stituiional conditions and therefore requires
A barrel can be rolled.
When It Starts.
constitutional
treatment.
5 “Well, I hung that flag that way E
Hall’s
Catarrh
greatest merit. Every other shape of Medicine, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
Not always, but almost always, the
&
i
I
is
in
pupously.
distress.
Dey |:container which
weighs over 100 Co., Toledo, Ohio, is a constitutional remedy,
beginnings of mental and moral inis taken internally and acts through the
got my husband in the army and
pounds when tilled must be lifted bod- blood on the
mucous surfaces of the system.
feriority are in the home.
Educate
I don't get bis allotment. 1 el- E
One Hundred Dollar^ reward is offered for
ily and carried on a hand truck or by
parents to the supreme importance of
ther wants ma husband or ma te
auy case that Hall’s Catarrh Medicine fails to
hoisting machinery. One man can un- cure.
8end for circulars and testimonials.
3l allotment."
E i home training of children and the
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio,
load a carload of sugar—200 barrels
I problems of vice, crime and poverty
hold by druggists, 75c.
of it—in less than an hour.
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
I will be far on the way to solution.
^
^...
Resolves

for

authorized to conduct the new inquiry which will be
gin at once.

propaganda,

state or

Old England's watch dogs of the main
Their vigil kept and not in vain;
For scarce a ship her wrath dared brave
Save those which skulled beneath the wave.

fire

the

and

when

$750.

their

to
so

of the enemy,

was

road between the town lines of Waltham
i
and Plantation No. 21 in Mariaville,

rumors

Bolshevik

Nearly Destroyed

she was not German.
But if it was a destroyer that sighted the submarine she was always making for the little craft by the time the
recognition signals could be shown. A
slight hitch in getting up a flag or firing a rock.-t would mean the submarine would be forced to seek safety
beneath the surface.

Harbor

Hancock—Act prohibittrawls of more than 1,000
boat in portions of French-

Mr. Holt

By
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1H19. ingtheuseof

The

Their

I-ondon.—One of the greatest perils
to allied submarines during the war
A
was attack by friendly destroyers.
submarine was assumed to be an enemy when sighted by the ships of any
allied nation and it was up to the submarine to show recognition signals If

Uonary of Bucksport-An act to
salary of judge of probate of
Hancock county from $1,100 to f 1,500*
By Mr. Mason of Ellsworth-An act to
increase the salary of register of probate

By

increase the

o,

D.
C.,
1'wylor Killed in
Rnynioud t
| Pulsifer of Ellsworth.1
Humhing KhIiI in t»ern»«tiy.
war?
Confirmation oI tbe fear that Lieut. I Who woo the
i 'Twii little Belgium stemmed the tide
Raymond C. Taylor, of Arlington Heights, Of ruthless hordes who thought to ride
Mass and North Sullivan had been Willed
Her borders through snd prostrate
haa
in a bombing raid over Oermany,
France
He was reported missing
been received.
Ere yet she d time to raise her lance.
defibeen
no*
has
and
16.
September
Plucky Belgium!
nitely identified as one of six pilots and Who won the wa»?
observers killed in a raid "»u tbe railItalia broke the ga'ling chain
road at Conflans. In tbe late afternoon of Which bound her to the guilty twain;
over
the
went
Then fought 'gainst odds fill one of these
September 16, four planes
The formations Boon sighted s fleet
lines
Lay prone and shattered at her knee.
them.
To
for
Gaiiant Italy!
of enemy aircraft making
hide in the clouds and see clearly enough
Who won the war?
Lieut.

road in East Orland to Ellaworth line.

Six mouth*.75
•■eyear.fl.SO
.38
Three months
VPurmoBibs.50
Single Copies.

there,

Submarine

by

1 tga' Notta*.

the War?

Puistfcr «f
grtudiOD of the lute

Wood bar y

fBy

by American Vessels While
Being Tested.

Con ary of Bucksport-Resolve

Mr.

By

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
'Strictly in Advance)

ABVBRTJ8INO RATES ON

were

Were Constantly Harried
Own Warships.

Holt-An act granting Bradbury Smith the right to establish and
maintain a ferry between Sullivan and
Hancock.
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ALLIED SUSS PERILED

I l.rgtali.ttve Sms of Imprest to ll.uicock C onnty Keudcra.
Among measures introduced during the

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

Who Won

IVAN K»iYKII KIIjM*' l>.

STATK SOLOJiS.

HOTEL HELP WANTED
■'/'A WOMEN and girls wanted for best
(yly year around hotels in MaiDe; 25
waitresses, fine tip hotel*; also chamber,
kitchen, dish, laundry and scrub women,
chefs, pastry and all-around cooks. Bell and
ana
third cooks for
bu^s bova, second
hotel positions, Apply always to Mains Botul Agkncy, new quarters, 90 Main street,
300 girls
Established
37 years.
Bangor.
Inclose
wanted for best summer hotels.
stamp for reply. Few high grads housework

places.

Insurance xtaumcnt*.
SURETY COMPANY
NEW YOKE.

AMERICAN

100 BROADWAY,

OF

14.

ASSETS DEC. SI. 1918.
Real estate,
9 3,’*6.047 91
Stocks and bouds,
7.25E629 53
Cash in office and bank,
533.483 67
1,008.518 05
Agents’balances,
Interest and rents,
61,514 42
All ot her assets,
122,012 25

912,145,206 83
778,979 W

Admitted assets,
9> 1,366,226 19
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses,
91,266,030 86
Unearned premiums,
24892,332 49
All other liabilities,
1,028,17697
Cash capital,
5,000.000 00
1,179.636 87
8urplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and

surplus,

disposition

to be

NSW YORK.

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

S.
No persons shall be allowed to construct
any privy vault, cefla-pool, or anj receptable
or conductor for drainage of filth ol any kind
in any locality where access csn be had for
When, upon
drainage to a public s**wer.
made in writing to the Board of
complaint
Health, any privy vault,cess poo rec ptacle
and ma.i.tunel
or conductor, constructed
prior to the adoption of tbe*s by-laws sha.l,
after careful and thorough examination, be
adjudged by the Board to constitute a nuisa
ance or
source of danger to the public
health, such privy vault, cess pool, receptacle
forthwith be abolished.
or conductor shall
When tbe premises upon which said nuisance
exists can be connected with the public Sewer,
where such nuisanc- s exist in localities iuiprov ded with a public sewe such
shall be made of them as said Boa id of Health
may determine.
9. Cellar, sink and other drains from all
p tmises located npon any street which has s
public drain or sewer shall.be entered into
such public drain or sewer; otherwise ail
refuse from such siuk or other drains shall be
di-posed of iu a manner satisfactory to tbe
Board of Health, and tbe premises kept neat
and free from ail matter that may tend to endanger the public health.
10. it shall be he duty of the secretary dr
tbe Board of Health to k*ep an ex act account
of all cost*, outlays and expenses incurred iu
carrying into effect any of tLs purposes and
of these by laws, and without deprovisions
lay 10 report tbe same to the selectmen, with
the names of the various persons to whoa
th*V *na> be chargeable, and the proportionate amount payable Horn each person, to the
end that the selectmen mav examine, correct
at.d charge the same, and deliver correct bills
therefor to tbe town treasurers for collection.
11. Tbe Local Board, or tbe secretary therefor may employ such help as Is uecessary for
carrying into effect any of its orders or regulations.
12.
No person shall make use of any .land
within tbe hounds of a street, highway, or
other public place, drain or catch basin, for
the deposit of any wastewater, sink slops,
offal, beef brine, or refuse of any kind.
13. No person shall make use of any land
belonging to any corporal ioa, or others, as a
dump, or for the deposit f any offensive matter or refuse material of any kind, without
special permission from its owner, who will
at all times be held responsible for the condition thereof.

911.366,226

19

£cgal Cotters.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
TITHEBEAS Lizzie J. Kaymond and William A. Kaymond, both of
TT
Ellsworth,
Hancock county. Maine, by their moitgage
deed, dated Sept. 24, 1898, and recorded in the
Hancock county registry of deeds, in vol. H29,
page 188, conveyed to Alexander C. tiagertby.
of said Ellsworth, and whereas the said
Alexander C. Hagerthy, by his assignment of
mortgage, dated Dec. 10, 19.8, recorded in the
said Hancock county registry of deeds, in
vol. 542. page 485, conveyed to Addle F. Fiske,
the undersigned, a certain lot or
parcel of
land situated in Ellsworth, in said county of
Hancock, and bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning on the west line of
the new road leading from Ellsworth
to Lamoine in the west line of the Isaac Jordan
homestead at a stake aud atones placed by L.
B. Wyman, surveyor in a. d. 1883; thence in
said west line south, six aud one fourth
dewest forty rods to a stake; thence
south
fty-seven degrees east forty-nine rods and
nve links to the wen line of the
Avery lot*
thence by said west line of said Averv lot
north to said new road; thence west
west line of said road to the
place of beginPre«*i8*» conveyed
to the said Lizzie J.
Raymond by the brIA
Hagerthy by deed, dated Sept.
24, 1898, and whereas the condition
of said
mortgage has been broken, now, therefore bv
reason of the breach of the
condi;ion
I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage
aud
ana
*
give this notice lor that purpose.
Addis F. Fisgg.
By Wm. E. Whiling, her attorney.
Ellsworth, Me., Feb. 4,1919.

Srees

inlaid

thereof.

_

PAUPER

NOTICE.

wilh ,hf City of Ellasupport and care for those who
during aVe years begiol«*al residents of
Ellsworth, I forbid all persons trusting them
on my account, as there is
plenty
c,,e ,or ii>e“ «<*>« t.i
y
harm house.
Ahtucb B. Mitchm.!..
worth

to

“‘"f;11™

i5Ssrs.o<l*t,on"to

<ofnoLi m3

waste

to

deposit,

or cau*e

material for tbe pur-

permission

from the Local Board of Health to mslutaio
a
He shall be required at all times to
keep the surface of such dump clet n.
13. No person shall transport fat, bones, or
decayed, putrified or vile-sme-ling animal r
vegetable substances or swill through anv of
the public streets or bigbwavs, except in a
securely covered receptacle from which no
odor can arise.

dump.

in.
.>o
mm •nan be brought into, nt-iu.
delivered or offered for Hale in this town,
from conn that are diseased, from cows that
are not
properly fed, or that are kept In a
stable that is improperly local*d, or in *
stable that is not kept in a clean, wholesome
and sanitary condition, nor bhall any person
be allowed to keep fowl, goats, or any other
auinial or animals in cellars or basement* of
dwelling houses.
17. When penalty for violation of these bylaws is not herein otherwise expressly provided. wboevei violates any of the provision*
of the sixteen foregoing sections shad, upon
conviction for each violation thereof, forfeit
and pay to and for the use of the town of
bucksport, not exceeding fifty dollars, to be
recovered by complaint or by indictment.
18. The Board of Health shall give notice
of the making of these
by-laws by a publication of a copy thereof In the next succeeding issue of the Ellsworth American, it being
the nearest newspaper printed in the county,
such publication to be in the issue of that
newspaper bearing date of February 5. 1919The for- going
by-laws passed and ordained
at Bucksport. In the
county of Hancock, and
State of Maine, this 21st day of January, ad. 1919.

H. F. Amks,
H. R. Snow, M. D
R. W. FoeTSB, M. D
Local Board of Health of the town of Bucksport, Maine.
Attest:—H. E. Snow, M. D.,
Local Board of the town of Bucksport, Maine.
Approved Jan. 27,1919.
Lusks B. Dha.sy,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.

Secrets!y

thei“nie

24e?s«?erJi

Any person wishing

deposited,
pose of filling, must first obtain

NOTICE or foreclosure.
of

Otis.

Emery Alfred Willey
Hancock county, Maine, oy his
WHEREAS
deed, dated
recorded

August 10, 1917. and
in the
Hancock county registry of deeds,
book 5&6, page 290, conveyed to Jonn P Crawford a certain lot or parcel of real estate situ;
o«
gage

ated in the town of Otie, in the county
Hancock, bounded and described as follows
All of my Lome place in the town of Otis.1*
the said county of Hancock, said place known
as the Ben Davis
place and beiug the sam«
property, I bought some nine years ago fro1"
Lawyer Burnham, of Ellsworth, meaning *u“
inlet ding to convey all of the property I
in the county of Hancock aforesaid; »*“
the condition of said mortgage ***
en broken, now, therefore, by reason of **»*
breach of the condition thereof, I claim
foieclosure of said mortgage.
John P. CaawroaP
By his attorney, Win. K. Whiting-

°w*|

Siertas

FAI 1-8.

BLI.8 WORTH

Lur* Treworgy were
UiHMi* Millie «nd
in Bangor Friday.
and wife <»f Brewer are
pcr, > E. Flood
visiting Mr. Flood'’• parents.
his been Visiting
uroy Moore of Eden
Geraldine Moore.
bis mother, Mra.
ur! John 8t inch field of Orono was the
O. Whitney and family one
faegt of John

day

Possible Solution Seen of Problem
in

Monument Erected to First ti
Fall

l**l "<*k-

i^on O. Flood of Bangor spent Monday
on hia way to Washington county on
t*o weeka* busineas trip.

Fighting

Veterinary Says

the Soil
of France.
on

Clough

B.

William

Bangor, where he
lereral month* by
■ficturtif Co.

in

home

has

been

the

Eastern

from

employed

FRENCH SHOW APPRECIATION

Herbert Staple*, who has been here
weeks with the family of Simon
Uke. left Saturday for his home at
gtraD’* island.
prink Severance has received an honordischarge from the service, and returned home from Camp Devens, where
be bi« been stationed.
able

Hr«. Asa C. Flood returned borne Saturwhere she was called
day from Brewer,
weeks

l*o

by

ago

illuess

the

of

Joseph Patterson.
daagbter,
F. E. Carter and Cecil N. Grindle

her

Mrs.

home from Waltham last

Friday

were

and Sat-

urday on account of a breakdown in the
mill of Clarke A Russell, where they are

employed.
family of Seal
Samuel (Jandage and
last Monday to spend the
remainder of the winter in Florida.
Harbor left

They

were

accompanied

as

far

Bangor

as

Kili*.

Mr*. A. W.

by

Gtorg* E Davis was injured quite
badly Monday morning by being thrown
which he was
from a load of logs on
riding. Mr. Davis struck upon his side,
and while the ribs were not broken, it
that this might
be
was feared at first
the case. He was badly shaken up.
Min Heberta A. Penley, the IT. of M.
emergency home demonstration agent,
will be here Friday evening, Feb. 14, to
meet the
if

women

of the

community,

Farm

branch of the

a

e-tablisbed her'*, to elect

Bureau
a

to

see

<an

be

chairman and

necrefarv and to decide on the program of
work to be carried out fo- *‘*e year. The
projects for the year as decided upon by
the

in

women

Hancock

divided into three

county

groups—(1)

A

are

In the matter.
“The milk shortage," said Mr. Lytle,
“may be swatted some day by domesticating the whale. With the whole
Pacific ocean as a farm the domesticated whale would put the Oregon
dairy business on a mammoth scale.
Whales are mammals, each of which
furnishes about a barrel of milk at a
milking, and while at present they are
a little too shy to be
exactly classed
as easy milkers, some
day they will
be domesticated.”
Doctor Lytle suggests placing a

R:plica of Monument Erected in Memory of Three Americano Who Fell
at Bethelmont It 8ent to

eral

Washington.
Washington.—The first three American soldiers to die in battle on
French
soil fell in the village of
Bethelmont,
about twelve mllps east of
Nancy. The
population of tliis region decided to
erect

a

monument

commemorating

their sacrifice, and a
replica of this
proposed monument was sent to President Wl|son by Ambassador
Sharp
at Paris a few months
ago at the rc
quest of those in charge of the
project.
Originally it was the Intention
to hold the ceremony of dedication in
the very village of
Bethelmont, where
the three young heroes had
given their
lives for freedom, hut the
community
was situated so near the
firing line
that the ceremony had to be held at
Nancy. Ambassador Sharp bus sent
to tile state department a
graphic report on the subject. A large crowd
of distinguished iieople
were-present
at the dedication exercises.
M. Mirman, in his address before a

huge assembly

at

Milk Whale Can Be

Salem, Ore.—Whale milk may some
day settle the question of milk supply
for Oregon, according to State Veterinarian Lytle, who Is entirely serious

Min*

sev-

Oregon.

Domesticated and Pacific Ocean
Would Be Farm.

bere
g

2bbrrttannmts

TO USE WHALE MILK |

BATTLE SHAFT TO
AMERICAN MEN

sheep

More than four thousand Delco-Light plants were delivered for war work. They were used to
supply electric light in camps, storehouses, hospitals, Y. M. C. A.
huts, airplane hangars, sub-chasers and other branches
of the service.
In Red Cross

hospitals at the front, DelcoLight operated life-saving X-ray apparatus.
Delco-Light was specified by the Government because
it is

dependable, efficient, simple to operate,—requires
little attention, and because it is AIR-COOLED.

every lawn in Oregon
as a more immediate means of
curing
the milk and woo] shortage.
“A good sheep of long or medium
wool will give as much milk as a $75
milch goat, and it is the finest obtainable for Infants.
In addition, from
$d to $.8 worth of wool can be obtained. If the lamb is raised, $10 can
•he obtained for It at three months, but,
of-course, if the milk is wanted the
lamb must be sacrificed.”
or

two

on

The result of Government tests and the satisfactory
use of Delco-Light on over 60,000 farms are
your assurance that
Delco-Light will give you the same dependable service.

It betters living conditions,—increases farm efficiency,
and soon pays for itself in time and labor saved.

W. G. MEANS, Jr.
DEALER
Machias,
THE

SIR DYCE DUCKWORTH

/-■

—

Maine

DOMESTIC ENGINEERING CO. Daxtan. Ohio
Makar* of DELCO-UGHT Product*
I

r—4

f—I

(—4

1—4

r—4

Nancy, emphasized

the fact that the three young heroes
in whose honor the monument had
been erected were not, indeed, the
first Americans
whose blood
had
tinged the battlefields of France.
Young men from the United States,
impatient to fight, had enrolled voluntarily In the French and English armies and already in 11)10 their number exceeded 110,000.

food

carried American nag.
A very touching incident illustrates
the patriotism of those Americans who
ject, consisting of remodelling, dyeing hud
joined the French Foreign Legion
and selecting materials;
(3) a house before the United Stutes
entered the
efficiency project, consisting of time and war. Not
being able to fight openly
and
labor-saving devices, equipment
under the Star-Spangled Banner they
laundry work. The meeting will be held
procured an American flag and decided
in the vestry at 7.30. Mi»s
Penley is that each of
them, in turn, should carbo interesting and instructive speaker, a
ry it wrapped around his breast.
In
young moman of pleasing personality,
this way our flag was present in all i
and deeply interested in her work.
It is
those numerous coinhats in which the
hoped that all the women'will attend,
colors of the Foreign Legion particiwhether intending to join or not.
pated. Twice it was pierced by bullets and "stained with the blood of
ATLANTIC.
wounds. Once he who carried it fell,
Maynard Herrick was borne over Sun- tlie American volunteers searched the
day.
field and found their dead comrade,
Alfred Staples' her Itb
much im- took from his body the well-beloved
proved.
colors, and, armed with this emblem,
Mrs. Abbie Joyce, who has been ill, is
they went forward to new exploits.
Sir Dyce Duckworth, one of the best
much better.
When the United States took up the in- known of
England’s prominent physiof
defiance
suiting
these
Seth Stock bridge spent the week-end at
Germany
cians, served on the naval medicine
American
volunteers,
veterhome on business.
already
consulting board. He is active and
Charles Stock bridge and wife are visit- uns, took their places in their Nation- honorary member of many of the
al
and
to
France this world’s most famous medical sociearmy
presented
ing id Bostoniand vicinity.
flag which so proudly they had borne ties.
He
thousands of
sacrificed
Mrs. Irving Torrey discovered lilies
through numerous battles, and the pounds yearly practice by devoting
coming up in her back yard.
French reverently deposited it at the much of his time to the affairs of the
Irving Torrey and Will Stnckbridge Invalides.
board.
went to Gloucester, Mass., last week.
A few days after the first Ameriare in the
Howard Staples and wife
cans entered tlie trenches the Germans
FROM ALASKA
poetoffloe while Mrs. Staples’ parents desired to test the worth of their new COAL COMING
are away.
directed
an
attack
They
enemy.
Railroads Planned for Development
Private Forrest Johnson has received against the sector. Valiantly did the
of Big Fields in the Far
his honorable
from
American
soldiers
discharge
Camp
support their bapNorth.
and
be
home
to
at
till
D*veoa,
tismal fire.
expects
spring.
Did Not Yield an Inch.
Seattle. Wash.—Development of the
MisiLanra Sprague entertained a few
They did not yield one inch of their coal resources in Alaska which have
friends last Wednesday evening. Games positions. The enemy who had pene- been locked
up through federal laws
were
played and songs were sung. Ice- trated for a moment into their trench- has been greater in 1918 than In all
cream was served.
es withdrew, leaving numerous dead.
previous years combined, according to
Corp. Alfred Sprague and his mother Three Americans were killed in the advices received by the Seattle chamb,Ye
returned^to their home again. Mrs. French lines, one pierced by a revolver ber of commerce, due to the construcSprtgue haa been with her son Ernest shot, the other two stabbed with pon- tion of the government railway.
wb‘Ie Alfred
The first shipment of Alaska anthraiards. They were interred In a field
wasjat Camp Devens.
Feb- 3.
below the hill on which are clustered cite coal to reach tidewater was deSpbc*
Anthe houses of the village of Bethel- livered at Cordova October 24.
wont.
It was decided that the names other shipment of 100 tons Is now en
BLUKHILl. FALUS.
The Alaska anthraroute to Seattle.
of these three first victims should be
Mr«. Vieua lluffee is much better.
inscribed on stone, and although the cite railway has been completed from
The icei» all gone from the shores.
river to the coal
project could not be given dimensions tidewater on Bering
heater Canary and wife neve returned
of the Alaska Petroleum and
mines
of
the
with
the
ia
importance
home and
keeping
opened their cottage.
historic fact to be commemorated, the Coal company. 22 miles.
Fek3Crumbs.
It is planned to extend this railroad
design is artistic and wus drawn by
its present tidewater
Louis Ma jo re lie. The cross and the eight miles from
Don’t Tea^ Child.
terminus to deep water on Okalee
thistle of Lorraine are entwined with
leasing lias ruined the disposition the stars of America. The inscription channel, Controller bay. where coal
*i
many a child. The parents are not
can be discharged direct from the cars
one side reads:
on
likely to he guilty of such conduct, but
to ocean carriers.
older children In
the family, or some
“LORRAINE TO THE UNITED
Other relative,
STATES.”
may make the child’s
NEGRO IS FATHER OF FORTY
e
That on the other side:
utterly miserable by constant tens-

project, consisting of demonstrations in
cooking and canning;J(2) A clothing pro-

nm

Here
in Lorraine territory
repose
the three first
American soldiers
killed by the enemy
on November 3d, 1917.
Corporal JAMES 13 ('RESHAM
(of Evansville)
Private THOMAS F ENRIGHT
(of Pittsburgh)
Private MERLE D. HAY
(of Clidden)

A

thoughtless adult, intending to
u-vful. "HI keep a child struggling
lot some
object, almost allowing him
to get It over
and o\Vr again, only to
t
11

‘"art

the

causing

a

child’s

purpose,

und

so

wearing irritation.

uooauanun-*.

AFTER INFLUENZA
Grip’. F«ver«, and Other BloodTnp cisoning,
Prostrating Diseases,
restorative treatine!fbwt •?".rse of
t*le blood,
wini^

I;'1lr,°''ns
nervea’

liverffa!"*

strength-

simulating

the

;i.V’ar8aPar>lla, the standard
blond°^
T,,d P*nfier, before eating,
iron tonie (choeo,a»“’
after eating,
Pills), a/eal

Pi"8
mild and
neededthree
ffre?t medicines make
Convahw
feet tT006 re?!’ ra',id and perey ar®.aIso of service in the
m-ovpnr
I Prevention
of disease and the preser.. ton
of health. They form
Hood’s
ir'ple Combination
e?e

T1

dive?
'C

US

(.ca,tharlic.

Treatment.

Had Eighteen Children by First Wife,
None by Second and TwentyTwo by the Third.
St. Louis.—B. B. Banks, a negro,
who lives in Benton, St. Louis county,
says he is the father of 40 children.
Banks asserts that all his “babies”
He says he has six sons
are alive.
in France.
Banks was discovered in Division
No. 5 of the circuit court, where he
was a
plaintiff, in an action against
the Clover Leaf Casualty company,
seeking judgment of $300 for alleged
personal injuries suffered while etn-

As worthy sons of their great
and noble Nation they have
fought for Justice, Liberty
and Ctvilizu ion against
German Imperialism,
the scourge of the human race.
THEY DIED ON

THE BATTLE FIELD.

jI

a steel plant.
“I've been married three times,"
Banks said. “By my first wife I had
18 children. She’s dead. My second
wife had no children. I divorced her.
I had 22 children by my third wife.”

ployed at

Thus it is that on the face of this
monument Is engraved in enduring letters the fact that in Lorraine territory
repose the first three fallen American
soldiers.

Strap Identifies Fox.
the
Mass.—Under
Worthington,
thick growth of fur on the neck of

fox which Walter L. Tower shot the
other day was a leather strap. It was
identified by Charles A. Kllbourn as a
strap which was on a young fox which
he once had.-' The fox escaped from
a

captivity 11 years ago.

|

NEW BONDS FOR

PLOUGHSHARES
Fifth Liberty Loan Will
Finance Construction and Not

The

Destruction—It Creates
Assets.
Four times the p“ople of the United
States have made loans to the Government of billions that have gone
for destruction.
The Fifth Liberty Loan will furnish
billions for construction for the soldiers. for the nation, and for other nations.
The other Liberty Loans were of
tremendous power in preserving this
country and its people. They helped
to save others and to preserve liberty
upon the earth from Its deadliest,
most cruel and wicked menace In hisBut all the time the work intory.
volved destruction far and wide.
With the victorious peace come obligations and responsibilities as great
as they are imperative, of building up

again.
Fortunately thin great nation is
most wonderfully equipped to go forward with this work.
Restoring the men of the armies to
their homes and turning the guns and
munitions of war into ploughshares.
Implements of peace In a thousand
forms, is a task that is inspiring. It
carries all the splendid promise of a
great and expanding future.
Turning the great fleet of ships built
by the nation to carry men ami supplies to the battlefield into the channels of great international trade, is
work that widens superbly the horiof the nation.
Reconstructing and re adjusting the
enterprises of lighting to the pursuits
of peace has In every step an uplift
and an upbuilding.
But every one of these tasks before
us is as expensive as it is urgently dezons

manded.
The Government must finance evert
one, and to finance them, the Flft*
Liberty Loan will bo asked of the pot.
pie in the Spring.
It is the endeavor in which the
Liberty army of two years’ service
will enroll once more with gladness
and confidence.
Their savings as loaned to the Government have won them real rewards,
not alone in patriotism but in substantial interest.
To lend again now will round out
and make perfect the existing peace
with a reward no less high and fine.

«

PLUMBING.
Hot Water Heating, Fumac<
Work and

PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 17S-2.

money

save:

Clothes

by having your clothing repaired.
cost

money

hauled.

now;

have jour old suits

Repairing fur garments

over-

specialty

a

FRIEND

DAVID
Main Street

rlOKN.

.Ellswcrth

Mr and

BARTER—At Bucksport, Jan 26,
Mrs Thomas Barter, a daughter.
MARKS— At Orland. Jan. 15, to Mr and Mrs
Adelbert F Marks, a son. (Milford Frank.)
STOVER—At Orland. Jan so. to Mrand Mrs
Edwin W Stover, a sou. [Edwin Wesley.)
SMITH—At Jacksonville, Fla, Jan 26. to Mr
aud Mrs Herbert smith, a daughter.
to

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; EONEST

Edible Alarm Clock.
It was late in the afternoon when
the Scotch minister arrived at the
farmhouse. The housewife suggested
that perhaps lie would like a cup pf
tea before he began the “execises.”
“Na, na,’’ said he, “I aye tak my tea
You
better when my work is done.
can put the pan on and leave the door
ajar, au’ I’ll draw to a close in the
prayer when I hear the haam flzzin’.”

When

mailorder house finds

the

a

town whose local merchants do not ad-

vertise, it fattens its catalogue mailing
M AKKiKU.

t

hit.
BABSON —PERKINS—At North Brooksville,
Jan 2ft, by Rev John Carson. Miss Caroline
S Babson to Roy v\ Perkins, both of Brooksville.
JOY—CROSBY—At Southwest Harbor. Feb
8, by Leslie R Banker, esq, Mrs Vida M Joy
to Clarence H Crosby, both of Crauberry
Isles.
At
MACOMBER
Ellsworth.
RRAGDON
Feb 1, by Rev Richard H Moyle, Miss Marjorie I Bragdon to Thqruas H Macomoer.
both of Franklin.
ROBERTSON-GINN—At Bucksport, Feb 1,
by Rev Henry W Webb Miss Sadie L Ro-bertson to Harvey N Ginu. both of Orland.

United States Railroad Ad Ministration
W. G. NcADOO Director General of Railroads

Corrected to
Novenilaer

11,

1918.

BAR HARBOR
BRAILEY—At West Eden, Jan 28, CasaieN,
wife of Edward Brailey. aged 30 years.
BUKER—At Penobscot, Jan 31, Mrs Edna
Butter, aged 7o years, 8 months, 1 duy.
BELLA TTY-At New York. Jan 19, Honest
Belli*tty. native of Ellsworth, aged 82 years.
Feb 2, Phillips
BARNES—At West EdeD,
Barnes, aged 37 years.
DELANO—At Verona. Jau 31. Nettie C, wife
of George H. Delano, aged 53
years, 6
months, 29 days. #
HINCKLEY—At BluehUI, Jan 28, Edith D
Hinckley, aged 1 year, 10 months, 24 days.
HOOPER—At Presque Isle. Jau 30. Chares T
Hooper, of Winter Harbor, aged 65 years.
MACOMBER—At Bangor. Feb 2, Mrs Effie
Crabtree Macomber, of Franklin.
MADDOCKS- At North Ellsworth, Jan 31,
Delia L, wife of Alvin E Maddc cks, aged 51
years, » months, 7 days.
POWER-At Bucksport, Jan 21. Mrs Hannah
D Power, aged 80 years, 5 months, 23 days.
THOMAS-At Hull’s Cove. Jau 31, Lloyd M
Thomas, aged 18 years, 6 months.
WEEKS-At Orland. Feb 2, Mrs Annie Weeks,
aged 87 years, 9 mouths, 28 days.
WALLACE—At Franklin, Feb 4, Mrs Groce M
Wallace, of Bradford, N H, aged 38 years, 6
months, 24 days

TO
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“For your bond let me
stock."
Said a scalper to prudent Bill Brock.
"Not today, sir." Bill said—
Then the salesman he led,
To the jail where he now la “is
hock."
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BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

Alanson Clkment.
Mr. and Mbs Lkboy S. Clbmbnt.
Seal Harbor, Feb. 6, 1919.
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CAKIi OF THANKS.
wish to express our thanks and grateto friends and neighour great be elekindly help
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LIBERTY BOND—LIBERTY L08’

Poverty on Increase.
Some Rats.
Uniontown, Pa.—Despite the great
Lantz makes the amazing estimate
prosperity In this country during the
period of the wur, with thousands of that the progeny of a single couple (of
coal miners and others earning from rats). If undestroyed, would number
$5 to $25 a day, the poorhouse shows i 20,000.000 in three years, and this
a large increase in the number of in- I number is even below the theoretic flgmates.
1 ures.—Scientific American Supplement.
—

Wedding Train Puller.
Viola had been to see Aunt Mary’s
beautiful church wedding and was
much interested in the duties of the
The next day Vilittle train bearer.
ola was seen marching in the yard
with an old lace curtain draped from
her head, and little Jim was holding
When she was asked what
it up.
they were playing, Viola replied: “Oh,
I’se the
we is Just getting married.
bride and he’s the train puller.’*

1

f Stops on signal or on notice to condactor.
Daily, t Daily, except Sunday.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
Federal Manager.
M L. HAP&IS,
General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine.

NEW s

COUNTY

as«;rti«rm<nts.

LATE WAR AREA
Vino! will Stop a Cough
AN EERIE PLACE
and Break Up a Cold

BLUKHILL.

IBW

Harold Osgood returned from Boaton
Thursday.
A delegat on of knight* from Ellsworth
visited Keewayden lodge, K. of PM Jan.
and
28, and a-sisted in working the second

'ilbenoTOe-

s

the borne of

were disevening. Plane for the summer
carried
cussed and an interesting program

Looking their Bed all the Tne n the Chief Bmmm
ef the Bhe Crwe BeBee.

J&8£l
health.

Emerton, Oiro Orindie and Pearl
O'Brien have received their discharge
from Camp Dcvens. and arrived home last

V

STY

<j<»

ter, Mrs. Charles Gross.

in town last week

putMay Kicb.
The dance at the Community building
Wednesday night was well attended.
Mr.

Perkins

in a

was

telephone

John Giles has

with

the residence of

moved
family
W. Ardina Hale.

to

hill

Harbor.

8-

visiting Richard Giles and family.
high school boys of North Brooklin

are

The

ATLANTIC.

things that go
captured.

Miss Zelda Torrey returned to schocl
Jan. 13.
Corp. Alfred Sprague has received his
honorable discharge from Camp Devens,
few

a

of

friends Wednesday.
Maynard Herrick aud wife have returned
Kocklaud, where they spent a few

from

repairs.

!
GOTT’S

Feb. 3.

Driscoll, who

Dennis

Phillips,
Friday.

with

his

Tracy Eldridgfc
son

■everal

the
D.

at Southwest

Much sympathy
their

spending

daughter, Mrs. J.

is

of

borne

Harbor,

felt

SEAL COVE.

here

won

L. Latty is ill of influenza.

C.

M.

quite ill

been

is

~

many

friends.

_

Mrs. Charles H. F.

days recently

who has

Harding spent

at Bernard with

her

a

BLUEHILL falls.

few

daugb-

If lour Feet Artie and Burn
And make you tired ail over, ask any druggist for Alien*9 Foot-Base, the Antiseptic
powder—shake it in yonr iboes and walk
all day in comfort, li has no equal lor
Corns, Bunioi a.
Blisters or
Ca.lous-s.
Used by American. British
and
French
soldiers

Alden Conary has purchased
Grindle.

a

horse of

Andrew
1

R. O.
Parker
Clark

Cbatto is filling the ice houses at
Point, from Tapper pond.

Bridges

They brought
Jan. 27.

is

raw

home from

who

nine

His

Jan. 27.

has

been

in

the

months, arrived

friends

are

glad

Martinique.
York.
Crumbs.

sugar to New

SARGENT YTJLLE.
Kane has gone to Boston to
attend business college.
Charles A.

Lawrence

Eaton has

K.

Hudson, Mass.,

where

he

returned
has

employ*

ment.

Miss Emma Condon of South Brooksville has been visiting her sister, Miss
Ella Condon.

of Eggemoggin
was the gue6t of Capt. John H. Bennett
and wife last week.
Jan. 27.
8Uf.

Capt. Charles

L.

Babson

are

meet an American car, while the
wave and shout: "La guerre est finis !”
Even the chilbr a similar greeting.
dren cry "Finis! Finis!" to the passmen

Sunshine and

Happiness in.

place <yfGloom
and Icciff ability
is the experience of many
cn
changing from coffee to
Instant Postum
Wot at all incredible!
For Postum is free from
the distress-causing
elements in coffee. At
the same time it is a delicious nourishing drink
•

*

«,

“

There's

a

Reason ”for

InstantPostum

ing car.
Travelers Are Welcomed.
Strangest of all are the lights at
! night in the hamlets and villages, or
shining friendlily from the isolated
I farmhouse, in regions further back,
i For so
long France seemed a deserted
i land to the traveler by night. Hour

|

I

after hour the press correspondent
has traveled at night without a glimmer to be seen in the countryside, and
i now' from every hill and vale the
j cheery windows shine and the villages
i are ablaze. The papers devote coli umns to the illumination of Paris, but
j it is here in the remote part of France
where war has been that lights at
! night seem most wonderful, even if
I they are but candle or little lump.
Where once camions or staff cars
loomed lightless in the roads to the
j imminent threat of collision, and often
j Its accomplishment, the brilliant head-

|

|

the

has

who

trouble,

nervous

been

remains

d'Muuanufru*

same.

Alfred Hanson visited bis parents
Kingmnn last week, his brother being
home

furlough

on

from

BANISH CATARRH

overseas.

II. West is rallying well from
daughter. Mrs. Campbell, is here from Sangerville.
Fred Frenald, who has been ill of
influeuzs. is 'now able to be about the
house. No new cases are reported.
Mrs.

J.

Breathe

her recent fall. Her

llyomel

for

Two Minutes and

Relieve Stuffed Up lleatl.

If you want to net relief from catirrh.ro>4
the heart or from tu irritatin' cough u
shorteaf time breathe Mvoutei.
It should clean out y *ur heart in two am
and allow you to br» a he f' elv.
ate#
Private Henry Bradford,
honorably
Hyomei often end# a cold to one any. it
discharged from service at Newark, N. J., relieve you of disgusting snuffles, bu^tco*.
snilting and offensive brettb In a week.
is the guest of Miss Ellen Bragdon. They
Hyomei is made chiefly from a “nothin,
were week-end visitors at Indian River, ; hea
ing. antis< ptic. that come# from tv'
forests of inlaud Aojua is whrt
hip home.
I eucalyptus
cutarrn. asthma and consurr pticn w?re ue\«
The bear cubs are thriving; two have known to exist.
Hyomei 1# pleasant and »may t'» beatht
The mother bear had them
been sold.
Just poor a few drops in.*o the h.rrt rubber
snuggled under her arms when she stood inhaler.#i •«-a# directed anrt relief iaaltaoM
ce'tsiu.
in protest at the intrusion of Mr. liardiA complete
Hyomei outfl*, inetnding inhaler and one botlle of Hyomei. coats bui
sou, who was obliged to despatch her.
little at drtiggiAis everywhere at d a Ain
Mrs. C. W.
Lowell, chairman of the stirter's Pi. irmacy. If you already own it
ii.h -ler you can get an ext'a bottle of Hyorctt
local Red Cross auxiliary, who has been
I

ill, is

able to be

now

resumed

out.

last week at

I

the

whither she went

Bangor,

in

a

days

few

11. B. Bragago for medical treatment.
don left Monday to accompany the body
bere.
Macomber and

Thomas

two of

Bragdon,

Mias

NOTICK OF FOKFCUMIRK.

Marjorie

estimable

were

our

quietly

SEAL HARBOR.
Fred Warren has moved his family to
Sullivan for winter.

Harry

Grant

home from

|

Milford Dodge

and

Camp Devent, having

their discharge.
Mrs. Everett Jordan

was

are

received

called to

Town

ilrgal fcottfw.
PKOKATE NOTICES.
is hereby given that the following
appointment* have been wade by the
Probate Court within and lor the county ol
Hancock, State of Maiue:
Mary Lynde Cockratre, late of Boston,
Massacnuset; s. dr censed. Robert H. Gardi
ner, of Gardiner, Maine, appointed executor
testament of said de
of the last will and
ceased: date of qualification December SO.
a. d. 1918.
Clifton R. Weuro t, late cf Penobscot, in
said county, deceased.
Nancy V. Weacott of
said Penobscot, appointed executrix of the
last will and testament of said deceased; date
of qualification December 10, a. d. 1918.
William Perry, late of Salem. Massachusetts. deceased. Lucy W. Perry of said Salem,
appointed administratrix with the will an
nexed ol the estate of raid deceased; date of
qualification Januaiy 7, a d. 1919. H. W.
Merriiuan ot West
Ilarpswell, appointed
agent in Maiue.
Lottie L. Parker, late of Castine, in said
Bert P. Parker of said
county, deceased.
Castine, appointed executor of the last will
and testament of said deceased; date of qualification January 7, a d. 1919.

N'OTICE

Harvey

n

uray,

w

ouvas|iuri,

m

\IfHKRKAS
>V worth,

Salisbury,
c

-uoiy.

o' F.llv
State nt

hbiu

registry of dee'*#, hook 4M. pt|C*> 34S cnnvejrt
v’harles t*. Hurrill In bi# Ifenme me folor parc-la of laud •ins'ed in Kllsworth in said county of Itaucoct
and hounded and described as follow#:
Parcel I. Begins! g on the souther y sbo-r
ol the northeast cove of Bran* h pond ai:d »t
the northwest corner of lot No. 160, ibe.
one-halt degree?*
rrt
run# south four and
one
hundred and tbirty-two ro*« 10 tt»e
homestead formerly ot James Lyocit. de
ceased; thence aouth e guiv-tive aud onehalf degree# eas* on »ald Lynch lire one
hundred rod#; ihence north four and onehalf degre< # ea#t one hundred tweny-onr
rods; tbeure north forty-one degr»e« west to
the Lead of the cove afor<-#Md; thence southwest across said rove to the place of br-ginuing and containing etghty-aeveu acre* morr
or leas.
to

lowing deactibed lota

Parcel II. Situated south of Ihefirtt lot
above described and is that part ol lot Si
761 formerly sold by tbeHvate to B Maddo;
containing sixty six acres more or lest *<
cording to the survey aud plan of *#1(1 toaoship. made and re urued to the laud office*
Oeorge >1. Moore.
Parcel III. Situated south of the two loU
above describe d anti begin* at the north***
corner of the William H. Sweeney lot. Hr
called; thence running Easterly one huodifd
forty rods »o St- pben Sali-»bur>’s lot; tor e?
north twenty two and »ix sevenths rods u
the
corner of aecoud lot described above; thence wealerly one hundred
forty rods to laud former!) of Janie* Lynch;
thence south tweuty-two ani six seventh*
rods to place of begtuuiug and contaimsf
twenty acres.

i-outbwe'sterly

Parcel IV
Beginning at a stake and stone*
on the north line of Charles Sweeney’s homestead near a large rock in said line a P*
rods south of the James Lynch bouse, thence
wester y on said Sween*)’s line e eveu rod*
aud four feet more or leas to the Town road,
th. nee on the east side of said road
five rods to a cedar slake and stones; thence
or**
northeasterly in a s'might line to the sert
mentioned bound aud being about one
lr
a
augle
in
the
form
of
right
near.y
the name being the northwest corner of '.*•
original Sweeuey lot in Nor*b Kllswort*
beini
lying to the eastward of the Tow road,
the same described iu deed from c bsri«
ds»«
Sweeney to James Lynch.which e^d i*
May 4.1998, and the same con voted to «“e
h»f
the said Janie* Salisbury by George
aud Sarah l..rich by deed daied March *
oi
1902. to wuich deeds and ihe records
in the Hancock count) registry of
! reference is nereby expressly mace lor
further description. Also ail my real r*’-*
and ah my rights. priaileg'-a and easem*®
i in, under, over and upon auy and all na*
tale situated in the aaid county of ilanct*title to which is ow vested iu me
der recorded or unrecorded deeds, or to wbtf
I may be in auy way entitled, either in
j equity, however the same may be descrioo* j
And whereas the said Ch»r‘*®V i
or situated.
Burrilt has since deceased aud tbe
signed was on the ltlh day of February. ‘*! duly appointed administratrix de bom*
with the will annexed of the estate of**"
j Charles C. Burr ill, and whereas the conditio
of said mortgage
ha» b*en oiokeu.
I therefore, by reason of the breach of
diiion thereof. I claim u foreclosure of *»
mortgage in behalf of said ea ate,
Bajkah Biukill Tatlky. Adiurx d. b '•
with ihe will annexed of estate of Cusr
C. Burrlll.
By D. E. Hurley her aii>
January 21, 1919.

tw^Dt*-

*•

Alexander H. Gray tf
eouuty, deceased
Ellsworth, iu said coun >, appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased;
lights stab the night.
■,date of qualification January 14, a d. 1919.
There in every village now the travHalite 1). Cunningham, late of Ellsworth,
i said county, dece is^ed. Kaipn E Cunning
•‘ling stranger cnn obtain food, not in in
ham of said Ellsworth.appointed administraof the estate of said deceased; date of
variety, perhaps, but enough and tor
,
7. a. d 1919.
very hospitably. The deprecatory po- <iqualification January
Harold E. Moore, late of Ellsworth, in said
;ite and necessary refusal to requests
Frank L. Heath of said
county, deceased.
I
appointed administrator of tbe
for refreshments tl.-■ t usually were re- Ellsworth,
deceased; dale of qualification
I celved in little ham is or single farms estate of said
January 14, a. d. 19i9.
has given way to u cheerful offering of
Warren G. Haynes, late of Trenton, in said
what there is, for the farmers know <county deceased. Edith H. Leland of said
administratrix of the
Trenton, appointed
now that the specter of a winter of
estate of said deceased; date of qualification
The January 14, a. d. 1919.
short rations lias disappeared.
Samuel K. Whiting, late of Ellsworth, in
i rationing of certain foodstuffs is still
said county, deceased. Pamelia W Bowen or
in effect.
Bread tickets are necessary
Newton, Massachusetts, appointed admin
irtratrix with the will annexed of the estate
; in public eating places; no matter how
of said deceased; date of qualification Januunpretentious; batter end milk are sel- ary 7. a. d. 1919 H. E. Hamlin of Ellsworth,
in Maine.
I iom to be had and cheese is scarce, appointed agent
Carrie E. Nasor, late of Bar Harbor, in said
but of plain vegetables and certain
deceased.
Howards. Nason of said
county,
meats there is plenty, and the light red Bar Haroor, appointed adm.nistrator of the
estate if said deceased; date of qualification
and white "vines of the country are January 7, a. d. 19i9.
when demanded.
Murray A. Bates, late of Swan’s Island, in
I forthcoming
county, deceased. <*lvte Marie Bates of
A* this season there is game in the said
said Swan’s Island, appointed administratrix j
small town markets, hares and rab- of the estate of-“aid deceased; date of quali I
tication January 7. a. d. 1919.
bits, venison, red-legged partridges and
Llewellyn C. Roberts, late of Brooksville, in
the large French quail and wild boar. sa.d coun*y. drceased. Melvin
D. Chattoof
Brooksville. appointed administrator j
said
is
but
not
so
as
(t
it always |
high,
high
d. b. n. of the estate of said deceased; date of
is at home.
qualificat'on January 7, a. d. 1919.
George E. Soper, late of Bar Harbor, in said
Thomas Searles and J.
county, deceased.
Common Law Wife Wios.
Alden Morse, both of said Bar Harbor, apSt. Louis.—Mrs. Catherine Clark, pointed administrators of the estate of said
ceceased ; date of qualification December 80,
who testified she was the common- a. d. 1918.
Alice B. Higgins, of Ellsworth, in said
law wife of Walter L. Clark, Frisco
Arthur L. Higgins of Cambridge,
railroad switchman who was knocked county.
Massachusetts, appointed guardian of said
from an engine and killed at the Alice B. Higgins; date of qualification Decern
her 3, a. d. 1918. Edmond J. Walsh of EllaChoteuu ave.nue viaduct April 1, 1917, worth. appointed agent
in Maine.

j

|

■

|

!

I

|

j

has just been giveu a verdict of $16,Dated at Ellsworth, this twenty-ninth
day
000 by a jury in circuit court.
She ! of January, a. d. 1919.
iued for $2o,000.
Roy C. Haines, Register.

j

James A.
Hancock

I M tioe, by hi# mortgage deed «teJ Peb'os#
'i4. a. d. lirt.i. and recorded tu Han<<> k coonj

young
married Saturday in
Ellsworth by Rev. R. H. Moyle. A host
of friends extend wishes for a long, prosMiss Helene
perous, happy wedded life.
Phillips accompanied them.
B.
Feb. 3.

people,

druggists.

at

Meetings were
Biptist vestry,
boys* wear.

the

Tuesday they will sew ou
The community was shocked to 1-arn of
the death of Mrs. Effie Macomber Sunday

ways they greet everyone cheerily or
boisterously and always the French
bfficers salute with a smile when they

ctt>bmiftnn:nts

Phillips,

time of

in

that are most interesting, returning
to rest areas or to their ports of embarkation for home. French or American, their behavior is the same. Al-

Mrs. Frank Harding was in Bangor
her daughter,
Mrs.
recently to see
Richard Johnson.

some

about

diers laugh and wave a greeting. As
they creep through the villages the
populace flocks out to view the cannon that for four years sent death and
devastation to their land, and the
children clamber on the carriages and
but on the grim barrels.
But it is the troops on the way back

to

Robert

Mrs.

make war, abandoned

trains of captured enemy
artillery, particularly of motor batteries, driven and manned by Frenchmen, und these are happy outfits.
Often the guns are decorated with
evergreens and always the French solThere

to

Tramp.

Feb. 3.

postponed three weeks.
Mrs. E. P. Sawyer of Southwest Harbor is at Mrs. C. H. Sawyer’s.
Jan. 31.
N.

for Mr. and Mrs.

and

R.

Reed

Coggins,

overseas

Miss Gertrude Bragdon ia the guest of
Miss Beatrice Applin iu Bangor.

vage.
Now and then come trains of airplane camions burdened with dismantled flying machines of every type and
every nation, engine and fuselage and
running gear on the truck and the
great wings ou its specially designed
trailer. Some of them are uuharmed.
but many show bullet holes through
the frail fabric or the ruins of a crash.
A fair proportion of them bear the
Maltese cross that marks them boche.

welcome him home.

recovering.
Schools opened Wednesday, after being

here

was

Orland, in the loss of
The Eldridges spent

Dor.aid.

summers

is

service

—

Mrs. Lizzie Morrill of McKinley is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Berlin Gott.
winter

Clifford

Xksophon.

ISLAND.

Charles Southard and daughter, Mr».
Herbert Goodwin, were called home fro®
Massachusetts by the death of Mr. Uood*
win’s sister, Mrs. A. K. Clement.
Jan. 28.
F.

FRANK UN.

Trophies of war.
Truck load after truck load of rifles
and shells, of water bottles and haversacks. cartridges, machine guus, bayonets and trench knives and pistols,
mess kits, overcoats, caps, an endless
catalogue of paraphernalia are brought
tn.
The buttle zone Is still full of it
all, in heaps and racks, waiting sal-

his

Hill Saturday by the serious illness of her
father, John Hadley.

NEWS

---1

ill

women, orerwornna men,
no remedy like Vlnol.

ALEXANDER, Druirgist, end Drugifiete Everywhere

BOUNTY

Endless

Mrs. Linda Donaldson has been in town are grateful to Mrs. Austin Herrick
weeks.
several days. She ha9 sold her place to gifts received last week,
SPEC.
Jan. 27.
Isaac Smith.
Charles Sherman and wife, for the first !
i
SOUTH SURRY.
The annual meeting of the ladies’ aid time in several years, are spending the
Pearl Anderson captured a bobcat resociety was held Jan. 22, with .Mrs. Fred ; winter at their home here.
Thurston. A social afternoon was spent
Miss Ada Herrick, who for several terms cent ly.
and a delicious picnic supper enjoyed by has taught the school here, closed the
Edmond Curtis, who is working in the
meetbusiness
the
winter term Friday, with appropriate extwenty members. At
woods at North Bend, cut his foot badly
officers
in
the
the evening,
following
ing
j ercises.
last Thursday.
were chosen: President, Mis. Isabel Clark;
George Grindle has purchased a Dig
Harvey Candage and wife of Stonington
and
vioe-presiflent, Mrs. H. A. Holden;
and has brought and Howard
j power boat of Will Duffy,
Cunningham of Ellsworth
treasurer, Mrs. Sarah Kittredge.
her here to the Lewis Candage boat shop called
upon friends here to-day.
Feb. 3.
jK.
for
for

to

iHAHLES E

or

and is at home.

Joyce entertaind

For ell run-'l tern, r<"Tt>n«. anaemic eondmona. weak
1
delicate children, there la
lielilo old noon’" -t

have taken their place.
A few villagers have crept hack to
see what remains of their homes and
holdings, hut probably the winter will
have passed before reclamation and
reconstruction are undertaken on a
large scale.
Along the roads repaired and rebridged for the allies' advance into
German territory long cauilon trains
move
slowly and always southward.
They travel leisurely now, for the need
of hurry is gone.
They bring bad;
the salvage of battlefields, all the

lerton.

Basil

Almond Leach and wife of South Blue-

Southwest

at

Thurston

Elizabeth

cutting

his

with

Will Hale has

Clayton Wallace is at home from NortbHarbor, where he has been employed.
Miss Helen Wooster spent the week-end

at work

a crew

logs.

Liiruft, N.C.
Dunn, N.C.
“For years I suffered with a chronic
**I suffered with n chronic cold for
could not deep nigh to and
so
I
four months, couched day and night. cough,
My druggist
Had to keep on vrorkinfj v. hen I was continued to lose flei h.
It cured mjr
I saw Vinol advertise 1 naked me to try Vinol.
not able to.
and tried 1*., and I want to tell you it cough, I can sleep nights and have
Vinol is the
iast cured that cold in n short time. gained twelve pounds.
It made mo cat
olecu well, better best tonic and tissue builder I have ever
everyway.'’—J.C. Ilajrley, Dunn,N.C. I token.”—W. D. Rkn, Lagrange,N.C.

Belilm) the Lines iu France.—Tills
land of recent battles Is a queer land
Over the shell-torn villages and
now.
blasted woods, the pitted fields and
ruin of all that once was Is a strange
quiet. The wluter sky Is lacking In
airplanes and great flocks of crows

second division, and entered Germany
immediately alter the armistice.
The officers of Biuehili lodge, i. O. O. F.,
were install d Thursday evening by D. D.
G. M. Enoch Lurvey, assisted by D. G.
M. Lewis Smith of Brooklin. The officers:
Percy
N. G., Walter T. Robertson; V. G
E. Saunders; chaplain, Forrest Grindie;
E.
Greene;
recording secretary, Charles
treasurer,!. E Stanley; warden, C H.
L. Osgood;
Ward well; conductor, E.
I. U.. F. W. Stover; O. G., E. E. Ful-

Clyde Torrey was at home last week.
Irving Torrey is home on a vacation.

Chips, jr.

Mbs.

in

that

chester.

wood and

aast

received

Feb. 3.

NORTH BROOKLIN.

Kittredge gave a party Saturday
to his classmates at high school.

occupation

Maggie Trask returned Wednesday
from McKinley, where she spent several
days with her daughter, Mrs. Frank ManFeb. 3.

for Mrs.

Milton

night

Mrs

Mrs.

Mr Lunt and family have moved into
John Dorr’s house.

written home that

the army of
Word lias been

Linwood Perkins, who was also reported
missing, has neen ill in a hospital time
Dec. 4. Private Perkins wsa with the

Gross have the sympathy of their friends
in the loss of their infant son.

THE MONT.

ting

Mr. and

has

reported

was

with

Germany.

Dr. Hartman‘3 well-known Peruna
Do not accept a substitute
Tonic.
Insist
or “something Just as good.
upon Peruna.
If you are sick and suffering from
any cause whatever, write The Peruna Company, Dept. 76, Columbus.
Ohio, for Dr. Hartmans Health
The book is free and may
Book.
Ask your dealer for a
help you.
Peruna Almanac.

KWh

is

who

Robertson,

missing in action,
he

Vegetable* and Certain Meat*,
Choice Wine*, Again Art
Plentiful—Friendly Lights
Seen at NighL

Even

Melvin

■

Peruna has
third bottle.
certainly done me a great deal of
good and I recommend it to my
Several are taking it.’*
friends.
It is surprising the amount of dependence placed by women everywhere upon Dr. Hdrtmans World
For
Peruna.
forty-five
Famous
years it has been a household remedy for coughs, colds, catarrh and
all catarrhal inflammation whether

Plain

week.

not

the

TRAVELER AGAIN IS WELCOME

Lyman Cbatto, Francis Dunbar, Ray-

mond

she knows
That is the secret.
wnmtIict are hers.
_____.
Hamil- or tne respiratory •y»vc«u,
The story of Mrs. Hattie
part or the bod’*.
Latonia, or other organofor Peruna
for nearly
ton, 817 Myrtle Avenue.
record
The
I
Is
a startling one.
Kentucky, is typical. She says:
a half century
have never in all my life, until re- Thousands have discovered and tescently. weighed over 102 pounds. tify to its marvelous merit. Peruna
May he purFinally, I began to take Peruna. is sold everywhere.
While I chased in either liquid or tablet
My weight now is 120.
Ask for
has
It.
dealer
Your
started
form.
didst really need it. I have
on

soon create an
ganese and Glycerophosphates
cold
and
the
prevents its
energy that throws off
It has given ninety per cent satisfacreoccurrence.
tion for sixteen years. HERE IS PROOF:
—

out.

Beaoty
The Secret of T
sk
sf&fivssKSs* ?<=£
need
that personal charm and attractiveness

constitutional remedy that removes the cause by
building up the system. These dements contained
in Vinol—Beef and Cod Liver Peptones, Iron, Man-

A

Land Torn by Shot
and Shell.

met at
village improvement society
Mr.. K. M. Ch.«e. Saturday

The

wttractwe^women

or

Strange Quiet Now Rests Over

third rank*.

uo«j'

thjc<\

To all
tatea

At

a

**

in either of tbe
persona interested
named:
hereinafter

prooate

court

field

at

Ellsworth.

»o

tor
the county of
Hancock, ou
seveuth day of Jauuary. in the year of
Lord one thousand nine hundred and bi
teen.

rpHE following matters having been
P|
X sented 4or the acMon thereupon here

after indicated, it is hereby ordered:
notice thereof be given to all person •“ ^
to
ested, by causing a copy of this order
ID
three weeks successively
^
published
Ellsworth American, a newspaper
mJkT
at Ellsworth, In said county, that they ^
appear at a probate court to be held at
v
worth, on the eleventh day of KebruaJ*
d. 1919. at ten of the clock in the foren
and be beard thereon if they see cause.

P“DJ

*•

Madison B. Joy. l»te of Hancock.
A
certain
county, deceased.
purporting to be the last will and
,of
of taid deceased, together with petlti »
*•
probate thereof, presented by Lydia
the executrix therelu named
^
Witness BERTRAND B. CLARK.
8
tn:«
said Court at Ellsworth.
^rd
day of January, in tbe year of
fe€B.
one thousand nine hundred and u*“*

J“J*!B,|

A

Rot C. Haines. Reg»»‘ff
true copy.
n-i/iitef
Attest: —Rot C. Haines, Beg»8*

when told, referred to it an “the crack
ambulance corps which he had seen at
Fort Benjamin Harrison.”
On May 25,1918, Webster was sent to England, and two weeks later went to France
as a
regimental surgeon. He was connected with the 47th infantry, 4th division,
under General Robert Lee Bullard.
Letters to his family and a letter from ors of
his men to a colonel at Fort Oglethorpe
tell some of the details of bis heroism. It
appears that before the American offensive
in his zone began, Webster looked the
ground over and decided that motor ambulances would not be practicable in such

latbcrUWTiinit#.

I DON’T NEGLECT A

I RHEUMATIC PAI
I Go after It with Eloan’3
I Liniment befero it t=t3
dangerous
liuU, don’t rub, let it pentSame (or
■ eternal ache*, pains, strains, stiffness
bruises.
joints or muscles, lameness,
Instant relief without mussincss or
rniled clothing. Reliable—the biggest
year after year. EcoJtliing liniment
nomical by reason of enormous sales.
times.
Keep a big bottle ready at all
Ajk your druggist for Sloan's Liniment.

Apply

I

a

Id

side of

regular sphere

bis

carried the wounded

of

his

on

duty.

=

■"county

Success which
“Fruit-a-tives” Has Achieved
One

reason why “Fruit-a-tives”
extraordinarily successful in
giving relief to those suffering with
Constipation, Torpid Liver, Indigestion, Chronic Headaches, Neuralgia,
Kidney and Bladder Troubles,
Rheumatism, Pain in the Back,
Bczema and other Skin Affections,
is, because it is the only medicine in
the world made from fruit juices.

is

t'

CAST INK.

■

Ernest Gray is

Ctp,
business.

New York

in

on

stuck in the

mud,

he

was

Limited, OtfDENSUUKO, N, Y,

of

WINTER HARBOR.

■town

Miss Emma Bickford has returned from

Cooper,

I
■in

skillful surgeon, a loyal friend,
straight-grained gentleman. The
words of General Pershing in speaking of
Dr. George P. Howe, also killed in action,
apply equally well to Webster: “His was
one of the spirits that bring pride to our

wires

■ well of Penobscot
^■rer. Refreshments

installing

wss

were

served.

All

line time.
I^HportJau.27.

re-

a

own

O.

■

E. H. Norris, who has been employed
in the woods near Harrington, has arrived
home.

Mrs. Inez Pulsifer of Boston is in town,
by the illness of her mother,
Mrs. Jane Anthony.

called here

of

our

AN APPRECIATION.
Ronton Medical and Surgical Journal.)

(••H.B»n
Within

days of the joyful
other tidings

few

a

there

came

news

At

a

hearts and confidence to the

degrees

!

hearts

of

Omar

were

the third and

fourth

conferred.

Whitehouse recently purchased
the store and stock recently owned by C.
T. Hooper. Ralph Gerrish has employment with Mr. Whitehouse.
B.

A.

and timely aid preserious fire at the Winter Harbor

Early discovery

WEST BROOK LIN.

which

regular meeting of Schoodic grange

a

Thursday evening,

allies.”

Hoyt Eaton

teaching.

V. F. Rand has returned from Boston, where she has spent several weeks.

■

man,
and a

where she has been

Mrs.

Ipsst

chapter, O. E. S., met
■ S. K. Whiting with
the Masons and
^(Thursday night,
present. Sister Belva Ward■their
otl\the

NEWS

killed

! by an exploding shell.
Belfast spent last week in
Mr. Hoag
Webster is survived by bis wife and
of
the
Penobscot
interests
in the
* three children—Andrew Gerrish Webster,
■ hay Electric Co.
! born in June, 1914;
Margaret Elizabeth
to her home
Mrs. B. F. Steele returned
Webster, born in June, 1916; and Dorothy
after spending the
Clinton Thursday,
i>ancAster Webster, born after her father
ten days with William Steele and
had left for France, in.June, 1918. The
wife.
exact date of his death is uncertain. The
I All were grieved to learn of the death in official report states that he died October
I Philadelphia of Katharine Parsons, one of 7, but a letter has been received from him
■ tastine'a most highly-respected young dated October 10.
■ ladies. The family has the sympathy of
Hating all sham and pretence, “Bunty”
Webster was a practical, common-sense
all.

I

aro

At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES

COUNTY

lost

Friend

a

recently.
gone to Boston,

steer

has

vented

a

house

one

evening last week.
in

discovered

Fire

was

around the

chimney.

to

peace,
enter a navigation school.
cave changed the happiness of many to
!
WU » ont Kane and Ward Free they
in
of
Dr.
death
action
sorrow—the
deep
of
Castint*. cutting pulp wood for H. O. Staples.
Harrison Briggs Webster

basement,

the

The

news

Presque

at

are

of the sudden death

Isle of Charles

Thursday

T. Hooper

was a

community. Mr. Hooper
recently sold out his store busionly
probably
ness here, and less l ban two weeks
ago
Class who was more universally loved, sml ! charge and is home from ('amp Devons.
had gone to Presque Isle to make his
to sorue of us, at least, it seems still inParker Bridges has gone to Brooksville,
E.
|
Dr.
H.
home with his son,
Hooper. He
credible that we shall never again hear bis where he will be
employed on the Patten was
in his usual health Thursapparently
flow
and
his
never-failing
hearty laughter
cottage.
day morning when he accompanied bis
of good spirits. These, however, were but
B.
Jan 26.
son to his office, but soon after arriving
tne ripples on the surface of a deep and
there he dropped upon a couch and exMARIAV1LLE.
serious nature, which constantly showed
Mr. Hooper was sixtya determination
to be useful—essential,
Mrs. Eunice Emery and family of Bar pired instantly.
five years of age. For twenty-one years
rather-to his community.
Harbor are visiting her parents, Albion
he was engaged in the meat and grocery
Harrison Webster was born January 26, I Jellison and wife.
business here, and was prominent in town
1884, the son of Andrew Gerrish Webster
Private Lyman M. Carr, a Macwahoc affairs. He was
highly respected by all.
aud Lizzie Florence (Briggs) Webster.
of
with
the
Mariaville,
boy, formerly
Feb. 3.
9.B
His education w as at Noble and GreenAmerican forces in France, was at the
ough's school in Boston, at Harvard front in some of the big drives and when
PROSPECT HARBOR.
college (A. B. 1906) and the Harvard medi- the last shot was tired. His many friends
J. W. Noonan shot a seal recently. They
cal school (M. D. 1909).
he
There

was

no man

in his

college

Lewis

has

Closson

received

sad shock to the
had

his d.s-

_

here,

college Webster was a member of
clubs, social, literary and scholastic, among others the Hasty Pudding club,
the Kaluraet club and the Phi Beta
In

In

athletics

Bellevue

at

bis

After i*.
hospital, New
North and ite

November 30, 1910.

lerin

Yurie,

love of

the

from the trammels of civilization.
wQich be baa experienced during the
cm

Alouxo

of

where

i,

Mis*
toe

Ellsworth,

giie.'l of Mrs. t\ A. Pullen.

Mi**

Alice

Huskins

visiting her aunt.

Airs.

of

Woodland

is

Amy Pike.

ilettry Hamilton of Prospect Harbor,
request they converted who
Carries on «;n ice-cream bustnea*
luto a hospital i’i
been
the summer, has
here through
a 1
eutire|y new field, and equipped it to.
harvesting ms ice.
medical and surgical cases. They were
Jau.
*0t on,J doctors within a huuured au 1 :
oiiles. Here he spent the winter,
(iilliinifiiiiluikh
M

•o

*j»i aimers' aback

27._H.

travelling by

motor

boat

uutil

the

ice

cluacd

navigation, and then on snow shot-1
b>' fi<Hf-team, matching his ingenuity
•‘ii'nn the almost total lack of
surgical
acuities, and doing pioneer work among I
a poor
but graieiui population.
In his
ttter to the class *ecr<
the
tary for
decennial report, Webster
speaks of inis
“the be„i year of
my life.”

Returning

m

himaslt

aithlife

in a

the

more

spring of 1912. he
ever dissatisfied

WOMEN
Suffering from
Nervousness 2nd

than

Siek Headache

large city, uud settled in
Altur a year of prtciioe

^astme, Me.
oere, he married, on
May 1, 1913, M »rg.
ret Isabel Gleason
of
Northampton, Mass.
M 191o he had
bought a house in Casting
and tilted it
up as a six-bed

and

j

a

a

—

of this corps
Jtttnzation
y good that when
Us

mr*as

was so

received personal commendation
work- Within nine months he
s
promoted from lieutenant to
captain
from captain to
major. He was then
a «
director of the ambulance at Fort
s'lethorpe in Georgia. His corps Aiubuace 14, went with
him, and again atthe attention of
Surgeon-GeneraI
He asked vital
corps it was, and

^ler

tack'd
1

a,,d

contpic*
Surgeons-General
Blue inspected the
camp

cock.
Mrs. Carl Peters is out, after being confined to the house several weeks by rheumatism.
Mrs.

Daniel Deasy has gone

tended visit

on

to relatives and

an

ex-

friends

in

I

|
,

Tuesday

neighbors and
and wife
A.
ri.
Wasgatt
surprise house-warming, to

evening

of

friends

gave them a
Mr.
celebrate

the

Wasgatt’*

to

retirement

private life after about fifty years in the
service of Uncle Sam. Fifty-six guests
fairlv swarmed over the place for a few
!
A picnic lunch was served during
hours.
the evening. A beautiful and substantial
rocking-chair was presented to Mr. and
Mrs. Wasgatt, E. W. Cleaves making the
presentation speech. Phonograph music
and the singing of the old and new patriotic songs

rounded

out.

an

evening

of

pleasure.
C.

Feb. 3.

PRETTY MARSH.
H. Snow and Miss Adelaide Smallidge returned last week from a visit to
loewiston.

Smith, who is attending high
Northeast Harbor, spent the
week-end at home.
Hilda

school

in

Miss Velma Gray, who has been ill of
influenza, returned last week to her
school at Beech Hill.
Mrs. Andrew Carter is caring for her
father, Capt. W. H. Freeman, who is in
poor health.
G.
Feb. 3.

NORTH LAMOINE.
Leslie Davis of Portland recently visited
his parents, John Davis and wife.
Mrs. Alfred

Marshall is ill of influenza.

McCarthy of Passadumkeag
is visiting her sister, Mrs. I. N. Salisbury.
Supply Sergt. Lester E. Young received
Mrs. Fred

his

discharge last week from Camp Devens

and is at home for

a

few weeks.

Y.

Feb. 3.

Moat disliguring skiu eruptions, scrofula,
pimples, rushes, etc aie due to impure
b’ootl. Burdock Blood Bitters as * oleauhing
at
blood tonic, Is well recommended.
all

stores.—

4rtvt.

fKHJHS

CASTORIA

PIUS

Sit L'*e For Over 30 Years

Laneit Sale of Any Medicine in the WorldSold everywhere. In boxes, 10c., 2Sc.

F !t lafants and Children
Always

oears

Signature of

=

by McClUJw Ne*Msyapcr
Syndicate.)

Wlb.

The

who have
know

and

worms

do

not

A letter from

matter.

story:
“I have been sick almost two years, had
four doctors with little or no relief. Some
of the doctors said 1 bad enlarged liver,
nervous indigestion, too much acid in my
system. I was so tired in the morning it
seemed as though I could not get dressed
and get to work.
I was growing thin

day,

every

“I

was

went from 138 to 111.

discouraged

so

I

didn’t know

mgbt about three weeks
ago, I picked up a paper and saw your Dr.
what to do.

One

Elixir, Family
Expeller, advertised.
True’s
I

had

worms

and

Laxative and Worm
I made

up my mind

day bought

the next

a

Dr. True’s Elixir and took
three teaspoonfuls until 1 had taken the
bottle.
“I was surprised at the result, pinsmall bottle of

worms, some a finger
some that looked as

long, so much slime,
though it was just
theyskin of worms. The day before I took
Dr. True’s Elixir 1 thought 1 should go
wild with the crawling in my stomach, I

room.

My

could feel them.

“I fell, mother." gasped Alice, as
the stranger laid her tenderly on the
couch, “but I'm sure I’m not hurt—just
scared.”
“I’m Doctor Lansing.”
The young
man
“Your
turned to the mother.
daughter fell back of my machine. I
don’t know yet whether ft hit her or
or not.”
“No, you didn't touch me,” Alice
breathed. “When the machine backed
I jumped and lost my footing.”
“I think she's not hurt, but I shall
feel better if you have your physician
look her over.”

all the time and

stomach

days

some

was

1 could

tain what I ate, while other

days

sour

not

re-

couldn’t

keep anything on my stomach. I coughed
so just the minute 1 went to bed some
nights 1 would not sleep more than one or

two hours. The second dcse stopped the
crawling and the second night 1 didn’t

tough.

tli feel like a new person; all my friends
say I look so much better, but I don’t

COUNTY NEWS
WEST SULLIVAN.
Mrs.

any regular physician,
“We’ve
replied the older woman.
lived here but a few months.”
“I'm nil right." Alice started to rise.
"Better keep quiet for a time.” lie
put a detaining hand upon her as he
turned again to her mother.
“If Miss—”
He hesitated.

cently

“Alice Davis.” came from the couch.
“If Miss Davis doesn't feel entirely
right in a few hours and—and—if you
haven’t your own doctor, I’ll—I’ll be
very glad to do anything I can, if the
patient can trust me after this accident.” He looked toward Alice.
“Why shouldn’t I? You were not to
blame.”

his

\\ e

stomach

hat iB the

w

tell me, for I know my
I wouldn’t have believed any
feelings.
one could feel so much better in such a
I teJl everyone I know. I
short time.
can’t give your medicine praise enough.”
need to have them

this sufferer tells the

As she turned aside her eyes met
those of the young man In the machine, who was trying to start the
stalled engine. She was directly back
of the car when the driver released
the brake, and the auto slid hack.
Alice jumped, was betrayed by a wet
leaf, and fell face forward.
When at last Alice attempted to get
up the strong young man took her In
his strong arms and someone gathered
up her scattered handles.
"What has happened?" exclaimed
her terrified mother as she met theta
at the door, and led the way to the

living

Miss G. I. Baird of 30 GlenMass., may bring
to other sufferers

of

case

ville avenue, Allston,
new hope and health

haven t

B.

H.

A.

Holt spent

Bangor.
Havey

in

B.

returned

a

days

few

Friday

re-

from

The medicine mentioned in the above?
letter is made by Dr. J. F. True & Co.v
Auburn, Maine, and is called Dr. True’s
Elixir, the Family Laxative and Worin
Expeller. On sale everywhere medicine
is sold. Recommended by many druggists
who have used it in their own families.

operation for
Dr. Tapley
of Belfast was assisted by local physicians.
Southwest Harbor and especially Nor-

a

few

wood Cove has been

ous

with his

cachet-

Mass.,

were

recent

guests

at

Alex

considerably stirred

articles
of

stolen.

meat

Sevvari-

Poultry and outdoor
in ice have also

packed

been stolen.

Mrs. Jones Wass went to Harrington
of a former

last week to attend the funeral

Dalzell’s.

Cook,

Harold

an

at her home here.

up over several cases of petty thefteral cottages have been entered and

Tunic

Pond, where he spent a few dajs
brother, M. H. Havey.
Duncan McDonald and wife of Everett,

days, undergone

appendicitis

vacation

Kalph Gerrish,
nesday.

who
with
left

has
his

been

spending
mother, Mrs.

for Cuba

last

Wed-

friend and
death is
her.

The

Frances

Douglas Milne and Willie Tracy, who
beeen at Camp Devens, have returned
received their
home,
having
have

discharge.
Puritan Temple, Pythian Sisters,

neighbor, Mrs.

deeply regretted by
many

Dyer, who

friends
was a

Dyer,
here

teacher

of

Feb. 3.

Miss

here for

two years, extend sympathy to her
death of the dearly loved mother.

honorable

whose

all who knew

in

the

Spray.
NORTH HANCOCK.

in-

Dr. A. W. Cleaves is ill of influenza.

stalled officers Thursday afternoon.
P.
Mrs. W. E. Foss, who is receiving niediAlice was glad to keep quiet the rest |
C. Alice Watson was installing officer,
chI treatment in Bangor, is gaining.
of the day and went to bed thinking |
assisted by Alice Lawrie as grand manager.
that she had suffered no serious ef The officers: P.
M iss Sadie M ulian was a recent visitor
C., Isabella Milne; M.
The next morning, when she I E.
fects.
E. S.,
Mabelle in Bangor.
C., Maria Havey;
put her right foot to the floor, with a Bunker; E. J., Alice
DHuiel McKay is hauling pulp*wood to
Watson; manager,
scream of pain she fell.
Edith Abel;
M. of K. and C., Martha
Washington Junction, for Mr. Urann.
“What is the matter?” called her Havey; M. of F., Carrie
Tripp; protector,
Miss Madeline Sabins i3 holding meetmother.
“You’ll scare me to death, Annie Gordon; guard, Lottie Clark.
ings every Sunday at 2 o’clock, in the
the way you tumble around.”
Feb. 3.
Une Amie.
union school-house.
"
She laughed
"My foot won’t go."
Feb. 3.
M.
as she hobbled to a chair, and grasped
west Hancock.
the unreliable member in both hands.
WEST SUKKY.
Miss Letina Seeley of Lubec is with her
"You didn't say nothing about your
Ira Conary, w ho came home ill from
sister, Mrs. Wade Humon.
foot yesterday.” Mrs. Davis was ten- |
Mrs. Almeda Harper and son Irving of Green Lake, is out.
tatively investigating the slender pink ;
Friends are sorry to learn of the illness
Eagle island are visiting Mrs. David
and white foot.
Farnsworth.
of our K. F. D. carrier, George H. Phillips,
“Ouch! You've found the place, but
Jesse Brown and wife have returned and hope to see him on the route soon.
don’t do that any more.”
Jan. 27.
L.
Mrs. Davis left her room, and Alice from Green Lake, where Mr. Brown has
heard her at the telephone.
She been employee*.
afcurrtiscmecitfc,
James I. Dodge, who has been training
smiled as she hopped on one foot
at Camp Devens has received an honorable
back to bed.
“So you didn't escape after all," discharge and is home.
RHEUMATISM
Doctor Lansing said as he explored
The embroidery club met Jan. 29 with
(he fared foot.
Mrs. Gertrude Linscott. Officers elected:
IN A VERY FEW DAYS
“I don’t think it’s anything much, President, Mrs. Fred Linscott; secretary,
doctor." Alice objected, although she Mrs. A. E. Tracy; treasurer, Mrs. Herman
It is an established fact that a small
winced as he touched a sensitive spot. Sinclair. The next meeting, Feb. 5, will dose of Kheuma taken once a day has
driven the pain and agony from thousands
“Nothing serious, hut it needs at-i be with Mrs. A. E. Tracy.
of racked, crippled and despairing rheutentlon.
The
Feb. 3.
M. M. M.
ligaments are torn
matics during the last seven yeirs.
I’ll bandage it, and
pretty badly.
Powerful and sure; quick acting, yet
harmless and inexpensive, Kheuma gives
you'll have to keep oft It for a time.”
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
blessed relief almost at once. Tne magic
Doctor Lansing did not neglect his
Miss Mary A. Carroll, vi ho spent several
name has reached nearly every btimletiD
He came the next day, and ; weeks
patient.
during the fall with her niece, Mrs. the land and there is hardly a druggist
the next, and other days when he Louisa
where who cannot tell you of almost
Smallidge at Northeast Harbor, is any
marvelous cures.
could find an excuse. When Alice was now with another
niece, Mrs. Margaret
If >ou are tortured with rheumatism or
able to limp about with the help of !
Trundy, at Pleasant Valley farm.
sciatica, you can get Kheuma from Cbas.
a cane he assured her that she needed
E. AUxander or any druggist, with the
Mi»s Ida Norwood, who has been ever
now to get our or uoors.
understanding that if it does not comready to answer calls of distress since her pletely drive rheumatic poisons from your
“You know how the hack of my magraduation ss a trained nurse, has, within system —money back.
chine looks,” he said with an amused
“Tomorrow will you let me
laugh.
asbcttisttnenU.
show you the Inside of It?”
She was delighted!
They went far out into the country,
where the sun was shining and the
s
:
birds singing, as though to make up
for the dreadful winter.
What did they talk about?
If If should be set down In cold type
you probably would say, “What nonsense!” hut It wasn’t to them.
How
could It he with that shine In Alice’s
eves; that thrill Mt the doctor’s voice?
At a high point in the country road
.....*...
|
he brought the machine slowly to rest.
Economical.
to
“I’m afraid that little foot of yours
is past need of me professionally.”
Try either of there reaper.
lie looked at It regretfully.
Creamed Shrimp
SUPERBA Shrimp washed and broken into small piece*.
“You’ll have to run down someone
|
Make a white saucr of t tablespoon flour; I cup of milk, add
else with your machine.” she said torHeat the SUPERBA
seasoning and small piece of butter
mentingly. “Is that the wn^f you get
Shrimp in this sauce. Serve on crisp crackers.
new patients—going around and knockShrimp Wiggle—
Same recipe as above except add SUPERBA Peas.
ing them down?”
“I never tried it before.
It worked
Shrimp Salad—
SUPERBA Shrimp washed and broken in small piece*.
all right this time, only—”
Mix well with Salad dressing and serve on crisp lettuce leav^f.
“Only what?”
There's an appeal to
“Only I don’t want to give this one
these that will be
✓'“N*
up.” He caught both her hands in
enjoyed
realize how I need
his. “Alice, do

j

|

~

CONQUERS

Portland, Boston and Claremont, N. H.

—lassitude, low spirits and

loss of appetite will find repractice had become
«uccessfut
newed strength, brighter
very
u
hen, in April, 19:6, the
United States
* ntered the
looks, better health and
war.
***** cojleg,e ancj -f| j|10 u^nical
clearer complexions by using
oo
eb8ter had been a member of
Beecham’s Fills. They give
er.\ A. and had al-.o
attended
term ut
the very help you need,
you
Unburg later. He at once applied tor
*
and are a natural aid to the
bu1, f'r^d of waiting, went
°/OUU8,non,
t*ck to Flails
burg in April, 1917. When
stomach, liver, bowels and
sd been there a
month his com miss i<-n
blood. Gentle and positive
ached him, and he
was sent
to Fort
11 H,n‘n
in action, without any disaHarrison,
and put |
Indianapolis,
j„
charge of the ambulance
His
corps.
greeable after-effects Use
hospital,

FredHarbor re-

visited

Winter

M.

or

ouud

in

W. Colwell and son, C. B. Colwell, have returned from a visit in Han-

|

Burgeut left Monday for Brewer,
in

now’.

cently.
Capt. G.

he

is

here

rare

Stanley J. Bridges

Wakefield

erick

RESOLUTIONS.

is employed.
Gladys Hooper

rather

Master

SOUTH UOULDSBOUO.

1907 with Dr.
1905 and
A^torador, led him to talc*
uu tui* »uric
He spent the spring
again.
aid summer of 1911 at
Harbor.
Battle
■ <1
j.tincd hi* classmate. Dr. Hugo
**
-ft Pu.cy’a i.-lmd, New foundinner*

(t

are

of

Whereat, Death has again entered our
order and removed from our midst Brother
William Morris, therefore be it
Resolved, That in the death of our brother,
Mout.t Desert lodge loses a worthy member
who was highly respected by all, and be it
Resolved, That these expressions of sorrow
be forwarded 10 the- family of the deceased
oioiher ami a copy be sent to The Ellsworth
for pubiicaiiou, a>so a copy be
America*
written ou our records, aud our charter be
urapeu tu mourning for thirty days.

hospital, and served
a*
surgical house nfBeer^Jrom July

►ayit,

to know

F.

MEMORIAL

?pn»ril

lo

pleased

MOUNT DESERT.

he devoted

chiefly to rowing. An operation
on bis knee in December, 1904, was all
that prevented his rowing on the ’Varsity
tight.
Webster was one of the best scholars
in his class at school. He received one
of the first appointments to the Massa‘•.ere
V' 19U9,

are

Jan. 27.

his time

chwt’a

born and lived until

was

young manhood,
bis safety.

several

Kappa society.

where

CUSHMAN.

gate.

composed of the mediciaal principles
found in apples, oranges, figs and
prunes, together with the nerva
tonics and antiseptics.
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.

back to the

instantly

so

These “Bruit Liver Tablets"

He

abandoned German wagons. These improvised ambulances he drove himself on
mule-back, as he had driven caissons in
the old battery A days. For this work he
received personal commendation from his
brigadier-general. Some days later, while
pushing with bis shoulder to the w heel
of a motor ambulance which had got

NEWS

EVELYN

Alice had picked her way around,
and through mud and wnter, with the
rain raining up and down and from
every side, as It can do nowhere outside of New England. A strong wind
twisted her skirts, pulled at her coat,
and would have carried away her hat,
had she not clutched it frantically.
“This must be the last of the hundred and twenty-six different kinds of
weather Mark Twain says' we have
here In twenty-four hours,” Alice said
aloud, as she took the short cut to her

Extraordinary

to

ote, 31.20.

By

tCoyyi lghl,

ambulances, and, when the push-carts
gave out, sent for mules and attached them
30 eta, SO

atibertiBrountB.

gMiiiiiiiiiiniininiiiiiiiitimiiiiiiiiiiHUtt I

Case of Miss Baird
Interesting
ONLY MEDICINE ||A~FATERJL-FALLfl!
j
Sick Four Years, Red Cross Worker
MADE FROM FRUIT
Tells How She Got Well

rough country. Consequently, he organized a corps of push-cart ambulances,
went “over the top” with his men, steered
by compass in the dense fog, and found
himself with the work of handling the
wounded of two regiments, five hqurs
ahead of any other surgeons, who, when
they did arrive, had only the supplies that
they carried on their persons.
Here be worked, doing many things out-

and—good-by twinge!

Ml*

-Urt)crti£stnu.Tit*.

j

I
Tor Luncheon
yunday Evening Suppers A

^ J'HiuMpty

|

you

you
love

for always?

How I have

come

to

you?”

Alice sat with downcast eyes, but
she didn’t withdraw her hands. In an
instant she lifted her head and looked
“If I had been inside
at him saucily.
have
the automobile you couldn’t
This seems a pretty
made me fall.
safe place; I guess I’ll stay.”
He caught her in his arms, and as
she nestled close down on his shoulder she whispered, “When I fell I
didn’t know I was falling ii» love.”

~

Easy

Prepare.

Decidedly

—

j

Sold by dealers selling
the 5UPERBA line of
Teas. Coders and
Canned Gogdtk

^
*

l

Miilikea*
Tomlinson

Portland,

I

Co.»

|

'.Jbbrrtisrnunta

200 BAGS

----*--

ACME STOCK FEED
\

i

__

100

Per

I

$2.75

At

lb.

bag

For Horses, Cows andr ogs
one

NO York

^eprudge wasted coal If It fell later Into the hands of
gleaned by the children of the East Side.

is

as

users,

would

coal

on

the ash

This Price is

dumps of New

The trouble is that the five buckets full of coal which the a\*?r...,'e householder wastes each week by not sifting his ashes do no one any good
Sift your ashes, save coal, sa\e money, and help stretch the scant supply of anthracite this winter.

f

Low

as

I

as

Buy

can

to-day in Carloads

HERE ARE TWO SIMPLE HOME-MADE ASH SIFTERS

C. W. GRINDAL
Water

Street, Ellsworth

week with her

NEWS

COUNTY

Miss Ethel

AMHERST.
Mrs.

El tie

ruesday

Hagan
this week.

Camp Devens,

at

discharge

NORTH ORLAND.
Moore, wife and daughter Bertba
spent Sunday at W. P. Dodge’s.

Sifter

Hard

to

Beat

Money Saver; Easy

Moore, who is working at
Lake, was home over Sunday.
Mrs. Caroline Gray arrived Saturday
fiom Veazie, where she has been living
with ber daughter, Mrs. George Spencer.

Harry Bridges and wife have returned
Camp Devens, and are visiting his

to Build.

from

The illustration In the upper right
represents a homemade ash sifter made
from plain boards and one-half inch !
mesh cellar window wire.
Its measurements are 30x27 Indies? and it has
j
an elevation of one foot.
In the center is another view of the I
It shows the sifter!
.same ash sifter.
•placed against the asii pit of a heater,}
‘with a box in back of it to catch the
'reclaimed coal.
Ashes are drawn from the ash pit
i
with hoe, as shown in illustration. As

they

the mesh

form of ash sifter which can be made
with four boards, or a box sawed In
recovered coal falls Into the box. The ! half, a broomstick and a piece of onepurpose of this form of sifter la to half Inch mesh cellar window wire.
allay dust and reduce work.
This style of sifter Is efficient but scatIn the lower illustration la a simple j ters more dust than the other.
are

ashes

pulled

over

the

drop through the sifter and the

A1*****************!

*

*

*

*1

COALOGRAMS.

*
*
v

a

»

Why try

to heat all

outdoor*.

Turn off the heat when you open
a
window for the night.
Save
anthracite.

*

A
:

A

*
*

Clean out your furnace, range
flues. Save anthracite.

:

Soot Is

a

heat insulator
Clean It out and

better

*

than asbestos.

0

save

anthracite.

*#

jtss

r

OUT

THE

COLD.

*

*
*

*
*

There haa come to light the novel
fact that a window shade will not only
keep out the light, but will keep out
the cold!
Unreason able, you say?
Not at all.

glass window, while It effectively
keeps out the wind, allows considerA

COAL

:

PRODUCTION CUT.

The Influenza epidemic cut anthracite coal production 1,000,000 tons, ac-

cording to the estimates of the United
million and a half househols in States Fuel Administration.
Another
the Middle West, accustomed to the half million of tons was sliced
from
use of anthracite, are getting
either expected production when the
miners
none or only a
partial supply of an- joined
t^ith ’he re-■ of the country in
thracite tills winter.
Make the most
the signing of the armla
elebiutiug
•f the anthracite you are fortunate
1 ice.
enough to have.
Three ti're the n -sons 'hat make "
"•:*>

KEEPS

*

•.
<

I*

prison
hi

possessed

ip up .s:

rviss:
■

.aE|;

able

radiation

of the heat from a
room through the single thickness of
the pane. In very cold countries double
windows are the rule.
No matter how thin the window
shade, if It is pulled down and held
snugly against the casement. It forms
jn
air pocket which
Insulates the
Harm room from the cold outside the
tame way ns does the air
space of the
Jouble window.
For that reason, in cold weather,
puli your w'ndou shades down at
If the cu.uains or
..'Cht.
hangings
not hold the shades close to the
torment, pin the shades.
It is not
*<»
Hssarv
the shades tight
a**.merit, but merely to
u *-o
enough so that
Hiatt too

freely.

was

formed

evening

Miss Anna Paul is borne from Philadel-

has taken

for

j

Falls,

illness

of

where she
her

was

called

daughter,

Mrs.

in the

an ice-cream sale
Friday
Methodist church.

Townsend and daughter called on
mother, Mrs. A. M. Mills, Sunday.
Feb. 4.
l.

i his
an

in-

I

by

SOUTH
L.

Gray

are

ill

of

1

At the pie

apciable given by the ladies’

Wasgatt, aid society at Central hall Jan. 28, about
Harvard
Crowley, John Bridges and |6 was netted.
William Young have employment on a
Raymond Emerton and Lyman Cbaito
tug running from Portland to New York, are home from
Camp Devens, having reand other places.
ceived honorable discharge.
Stewart,

Malcolm

Feb. 3.

8.

CRANBERRY

George Stanley

is

Feb. 3.

ISLES.

with Mr.

Sawyer,

Butter

who

is ill.

Richard Jude is visiting
daughter, Mrs. Roy Bulger.
Mrs.

William Bulger, who is in very
health, is slightly improved.
George Q. llamor of Gloucester, is visiting bis mother, Mrs. Alary llamor.
Eber Spurling, wife snd son, Erwin
spent Saturday at Southwest Harbor.
Mrs. May Stanley spent a few days last
Mrs.

poor

H. P. Grindle and wife

wtre in

Bangor

Several

j

the

from here who

shipyard

at

Sandy

are

employed in
spent the

Point

week-end at home.
Feb. 3.

L.

MAKiAVILLE.
Mrs.

George Dorily

is ill.

Fred Dority is lumbering
lot.

on taa

borne

Emery Morrison, who
Mr. Murphy at Otis,

hss been working
is it home' ill..

MissTheo Brimmer of Brewer and Mis*
are guests at
the home of Mrs.
Jordan.
Feb. 3.
F.

Morris
Marian

EAST BLUE HILL.
J. Grindle is home from Gloucester,
Mans.
Private Lawrence Grindle and Byron
tarter have received their discharge frooc
Camp Devens, and are home.
A.

Paper Printed

At

The American Office

her

Gustave Peterson, who is employed in
Boston, has been home recently.

vis-

Saturday.

for

Gordon Cheney and wife have returned
home from Portland.

the

Frank

H. Sibley aud Cecil

wife of Brewer

El wood Frost is working for his uncle,
Edwin G. Frost.

BLUEHILL.

grip.

Drisko.

Shirley

an

A. F.

for sick

definite time the infant daughter of Mrs.
Alice Hayward, who recently died of
pneumonia.
Mrs. O. H. Stewart is home from Columbia

after

out,

influenza.

Edward Curtis cut bis foot badly while
chopping wood for the Bar Harbor Co.

business.

Mrs. Edith Paul

is

and

relatives here last week.

Rev. C. A. Smith held s service at Sargentville Sunday evening.
Russell Beal, who has bad employment
in Bangor, it at home.

Portland

There will be

caring

ited

Corporal Milton Clark is home from
Camp Guautico, Va.

COREA.

where she has been

McKay

Daniel

Mrs.

attack of

Mr*.

of

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

Eugene Leach

Thursday.

William Paul has gone to Philadelphia
on

Frances Curtis went to

funeral

Moses Wilbur, w ho has been wording
the railroad, is home for a few week*.
Feb. 3.
Gem.

SURRY.
Miss

the

on

Wed-

books by
a church in
Weymouth,
Mass., through the kindness of David
Crawford, a summer visitor to Amherst.
Feb. 3.
8.

*

IT

association

BOO

relatives.

*

*

library

phia,

*
and

A

nesday under the name of the Crawford
library club. Ibe people of Amherst and
Aurora have been presented with about

*

*
*

MAKE AN AIR-POCKET
WITH WINDOW SHADE

A

A

1 N

spent

Bangor,

Mrs. Myra Sumner has gone to Portland,
spend the winter with her brother,
Stephen Foeter.

*

few suggestions by
the United States Fuel Administration
on "weather stripping” of houses, to
save coal:
It Is best to put weather stripping or
all doors and windows because, ther*1
Is a heat loss through every one, no
matter how tight they might be.
By
! all means strip those which are loose,
or which have large crevices.
All doors and windows which hav*
a
northern exposure should be carefully stripped. Windows thus exposed
wTould be much better protected if double windows are provided, because
there Is a certain amount of heat lo»«
through the glass.

in

to

WEATHER STRIPPING
WILL SAVE YOU COAL
are

who has

her mother

to attend

Clow ’s sister.

Ingalls closed her school
Saturday, having taught the last three
weeks to fiuisb the fall term, which was
interrupted by influenza. Miss Georgia
Richards of Bar Harbor is teaching in district No. lb to finish that school which
was also interrupted by influenza.
Feb. 3.
B.

has returned home.

j

Following

Phillips,

Mrs. Charles A.
t wo weeks with

as

Saturday

Dora

Mrs.

father.

teach-

boys to return home from overseas,
yet it is not known when any of
them will come. Harold Giles was beard
from last week, the first tune since the
war closed, and be was well.
W. B. Clow and wifeweutto Marina*
but

Green

while

as

been

our

Warren

Patterson cut himself severely
working in the woods lor Anton
Jordan on plantation 21.
Hollis

Ash

who has

supplied for her.
Earl Giles, Peach Wilbnr and Ralph
their
honorable
got
Joy
discharge
from Camp Devens last week, and are
home. All are now anxiously waiting for

Rooney.

Austin

in town.

Dyer,

ing in the Neck district, was unable to
teach last week, and her daughter Nancy

spent three w eeks’ vacation
home, returning to her work last week.

and is home.

NEWS

EASTBKOOK.
Mrs. Alden

employed

who is

Feb. 3.

Judson Austin and John Cook of Ellsworth Falls spent Wednesday night and

rhursday

Spurting.
Myrtle Stanley,

at Rock wood,

business visitor in

Rbodell Smith has received his
from

COUNTY

Har-

spent the week-end with her aunt,

Miss

was a

Bunker of Southwest

Mrs. Millard

and

in Aurora.

Ira B.
town

bor

Crosby spent Monday

sister, Mrs. Josie Bunker,

of Southwest Harbor.

!

with new

law.
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